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Jim Fulton-Skeena NDP hopeful 
Jim Fullon and Ed Broadbent 
supporting eaoh other at Monday 
night OM hbarot sooial Jn KJtinat. 
Fed, NDP leader Ed Broadbent makes hit point, 
Terraoe 
ROMP 
Report 
Two juveniles broke into 
the rear of Toco Crafts on 
Greig early Tuesday mor- 
ning, and Terrace RCMP 
recovered one model kit 
which had been stolen. 
It was not known 
yesterday if anything else 
had been taken, but it is 
=mpeekd that other medei 
kiin..we/'e stolen. 
, TI~ ~l~s~::,, were- "-~f ' 
apprehended. 
A car which had been 
stolen from MeEwan GM 
parking lot last week was 
recovered from the 
Woodland Heights area 
yesterday morning.. 
No further details were 
released. 
Olorio 
Ooming 
Dr. Robert MeClure, 
former moderator of the 
United Church d Canada, 
will be in Terrace the 
~ weekend of August 26 and 
27th. He will be speaking at 
the United Church Saturday, 
26 at 8 p.m. avd will be guest 
preacher at the 11 a.m. 
service at Knox United, 
Terrace. i 
Dr. McClure is locuml 
tenen~ at the historic United l
Church Mission of Port i 
Simpson. The past weekend! 
he has spent at Hazelten. 
Pill 
Popping 
Popular 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Although fewer women are 
using the oral contraceptive 
lzill, it is still the most 
popular method of birth 
control in the United States, 
a new federal report shows. 
Also, almost one-third of 
country's =7.2 million 
married couples with wwes 
of childbearing age are 
sterile, the report says, a 
result of the dramatic in- 
crease in surgical ster- 
ilization I among white 
couples. 
"Steril|zation is taking 
over because it is so of- 
fective," said Dr. Kathleen 
Ford, author of the report 
released by the U.S. National 
Centre for Health Statistics. 
Ms. Ford's re~rt shows 
that 22.3 per cent of all fertile 
couples in 1978 used the oral 
contraceptive pill to prevent 
conception, a drop from 25.1 
per cent in 1973. 
In contrast, ~igures how 
that in 1976, about 7.2 per 
cent of all married couple~ 
used a condom for birth 
control; 6.1 per  cent used 
intrauterine devices; &4 per 
cent used the rhythm 
method. 
Broadbent on Hot Seat at Terraoe Labour Luncheon 
By Donna Vailleres 
The New Democratic Party should have 
spoken out in the House of Commons when the 
Grandue Mine in Stewart was closed, party  
leader Ed Broadbent was told at  an informal 
luncheon meeting in Terrace Tuesday. 
Broadbent~net with about wo dozen people at  
the brief luncheon, most of them members  of the 
Kit imat-Terrace and District Labour Council, 
who questioned the NDP leader on various 
aspects of the NDP platform for the coming 
election. 
added that the NDP made a number of public 
statements concerning the closure at the time. 
The party  leader then went on to say the 
Granduc situation was typical of the Liberal 
government 's  po l i cy 'o f  federal investment 
abroad, rather than within the country, .  
something the NDP is opposed to 
Broadbent answered another question 
regarding ,s teamro l le r  development under the 
guise of creating lobs," but stated the NDP 
believed in the importance o f  impact  studies to 
determine that ' the  environment and  native 
its fall hearings even though the Thompson 
Inquiry had been terminated. 
When asked about the possibility that the 
logging industry in Terrace could be finished 
within five to 10 years,  according to rumoured 
stud ies ,  Broadbent took the opportun i ty  to 
launch into the Liberal "mismanagement  of the 
Canadian economy."  
Although the L ibera ls  b lame Canada 's  
economic problems on the larger world 
situation, Broadbent claimed this could have 
been prevented ff the country had not been 
"There was a feeling that Ottawa wasn't r ights are assured before any development is rely ing on exported resources and imported 
the ' l i l f l~ f tounc f l ;~b  add,~dtbafth'b"SibWart .... . .~re,~.a~:poney~.im .never~mm'  ~mou~ ~"~,Bi~idb~iit'aukw~'red~'.'~th~"~":q~estibds ' by" 
mine closure did not receive the same attention regara m =mpac~, ~ he.sam. _ . :. . referring to earl ierstatements on price Controls, 
that the Sudhurv nickel nlant closure received. Broadbend said he was partlcmany con~rneu the federal $2 billion budget cuts, .Trudeau's 
- " =- about the fact that the National Energy Board He could not recall why the issue was not cabinet and the 200-mile fishing Hmit before 
brought up in the house, Broadbeitt replied hut has scheduled the Kltimat pipeline proposal for concluding the luncheon. 
Terrace Oouneil *" 
By Donna Vallleres 
Terrace is still without a 
planner in charge of the 
community plan after a 
council vote to resolve the 
issue ended in a deadlock 
Monday night. 
At last week's council 
meeting, the four members 
presentwerein 
disagreement asto whether 
regional planner Craig 
Campbell should be hired as 
planner in charge. An iR- 
tempt by Aid. Vic Jolliffe to 
table the planning decision 
at that time resulted first in 
his leaving the council table, 
and then Aid. Jack Talstra 
leaving the room. 
Council is currently short 
of members because of 
annual holidays. 
Last week Alderman Bob 
Still No Agreement On .Oommunity Planner 
Cooper, Helmut Giesbrecht 
and Dave Pease were ab. 
sent. At Monday night's 
meeting, Giesbrecht had 
returned and Talstra was not 
present. 
The committee recom- 
mendations were for an 
additional planner to be 
employed by Terrace to 
assist in completion of the 
community plan for a year 
and a half and outlined the 
cost sharing between 
Terrace and the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District. 
Aid. Alan Soutar moved to 
table the motion until next 
month when all of council 
would be present, but he 
could not get a seconder for 
that motion. 
J ulliffe then moved 
adoption of the nianQing 
recommendation with the 
deletion of the section which 
would have accepted 
Campbell as planner .in 
charge. 
Jolliffe attempted to 
substitute it with a clause 
which would have had the 
district use Campbell on a 
consultant basis when 
necessary. 
Aid. Helmut Giesbreoht 
seconded Jolliffe's motion, 
stating council "shoul d keep 
(the community 
plan) within our own 
operation." 
Giesbrecht said he was 
"not particularly anxious to 
place someone who is not one 
of us in charge of the plan," 
and added that the cost 
would probably he greater if 
an outside consultant were 
brought in. 
Soutar repeated earlier 
statements that town 
planner John McNairnay 
was busy looking after day- 
to-day busin~ and it was 
necessary to bring in 
someone lse and to make 
that person responsible for 
the plan. 
Any other outside con- 
sultant would be put in 
charge, Soutar stated, but 
council would have final 
approval of the plan. 
Jolliffe and Giesbrecht 
voted for Jolliffe's motion to 
adopt the amended 
recommendation, butSoutar 
was opposed. 
Mayor Dave Maroney said 
the decision would be made 
by all of council and also 
voted against the motion, 
defeating it with a tie vote. 
Jolliffe and Giesbrecht 
challenged the legality of the 
deadlock, but Mayor 
Maroney insisted the motion 
was defeated. Both sides 
then spent a few minutes 
arguing over this point until 
Giesbrecht asked whether 
the mayor was delaying 
planning matters as he had 
accused Jolliffe of doing. 
Maroney said the reason 
he had removed Jolliffe as 
planning committee 
chairman last week was that 
Jolliffe held things up in the 
committee. 
Giesbrecht denied this, 
stating "it's a fairly 
ridiculous charge." 
Afttr more argument 
surrounding the change in 
chairmanship, the mayor 
announc~ that Aid, Taistra 
would take over as chairman 
of the planning committee, 
while Jolliffe, Giesbreeht 
and Cooper would remain on 
that committee as members. 
Talstra will step down as 
chairman of the recreation 
and tourism committee, and 
Soutar will take over as 
committee head with Pease 
and Talstra as memher~ 
A new committee was 
formed combining public 
works and industrial 
development, which Cooper 
will chai r, Talstra, Jolliffe 
and Giesbrecht will be 
members. 
Aid. Bob Cooper has been 
appointed eputy mayor to 
take over when Maroney is 
out of town or not available. 
i)ountries Pleased 
With 200 mi, Limit 
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, R.I. tAP) - -  The 200-mile 
fishing limit was hailed as a success Tuesday by 
government officials from Canada, the United States 
and Mexico during a meeting of the American Fish. 
cries Society. 
The three countries extended their jurisdiction to 
200 miles in 1976 in an attempt o replenish fishing 
stocks that were being seriously threatened by heavy 
fishing, particularly by foreign vessels. 
While extending their jurisdiction, the three 
countries established licensing practices and fishery 
management plans which, the government officials 
said, are working. 
Kenneth Lucas, senior assistant deputy minister for 
the Canadian Fisheries and Marine Service, painted 
the most positive picture of the success of the 200-mile 
zone. 
•Lucas noted that the Canadian catches of ground 
fish, which include cod and haddock, are 10 to 15 per 
cent higher than catches in 1975; the year before the 
200-mile zone was established. 
"We have for the first time the means to secure this 
vital resource and to build upon it an industry of value 
to our nation and to the world," Lucas said. "We're 
getting on with that job." 
Terr3 Leitzell, assistant administrator of the U.S. 
Nations Marine Fisheries Service, said the United 
States has not experienced the same stock increases 
as Canada. But he said the decline in stocks has 
stop, ped. 
' 1 think we have done well under the system, in 
stopping the decline of most stocks and are beginning 
to get a handle on management of all major species 
which are vresently heavily fished," Leitzell said. 
Interest on Debt 
Million $1 Day 
HALIFAX (CP) - 
Canadians are paying $1 
million a day interest on a 
national debt hat will hit $15 
billion this year despite 
announced speeding Cuts of 
billion, former prime min- 
i,or John Diefenbeker said 
Monday. 
He attributed the size of 
the debt to "the wild ex- 
travagance" of Prime 
Minister Trudeau and 
singled out the cost of 
Trudeau's personal office as 
an, example. 
The prime minister's 
office spent SS0,000 in the 
early 1060s but now cost 
taxpayers more than $3 
million. 
"He now has more high- 
salaried servants running 
around multiplying faster 
than rabbits." 
Diefenbaker s~oke at a 
news conference where he 
apieared with John 
Buchanan, provincial Cn- 
servative leader. Nova Set- 
*Jam vote in a general 
election Sept. 19. 
Liberal Convention 
• .The next convention of the Liberal Party InB.C• will 
be February 16-18, 19/9 at the Empress Hotel in 
Victoria. A convention chairman has yet to be named. 
• .Party membership in B.C. now stands at 13,800, the 
highest membership ever, for the liberals in B.C, 
• .Anyone interested in mere Information regarding 
the Liberal Party in B.C. may contact Joyce Krause in 
Terrace at 635-2156 
Problems internal 
Insists Joe Clark 
PETERBOROUGH, Ont. CP - Joe Clark, federal 
Progressive Conservative l ader, said Monday it is 
time to do away with the idea that Canada's economic 
problems or ig inate outside the counu'y. 
Addressing about 500 persons at a meeting spon- 
sored by the Peterborough Conservative riding 
association, Clark said: "The fundamental fact is that 
same economic problems as Canada, "yet Canada has 
the second worst inflation and unemployment rates in 
the Western world." 
The Opposition leader said the Trudeau government 
cannot be trusted and Prime Minister Trudeau cannot 
et along with any of the 10 provincial premiers g . . , ,  
"Trudeau isn't the prime minister, Ke!~ D avey ts, 
Clark said, referring to Senator Keim uavey, a 
Liberal party campaign organizer. 
GO FOR VOTES 
"F..vervthin~ they do is desi ned to win a vote here 
andnow.~'Fhe3~'ve gi n the gogernment over to public 
relations." 
Clark said the Liberal government's economic 
policies have caused investment capital to leave the 
country and that in the last four years $1.5 billion in 
investment capital has been diverted frbm Canada to 
other countries. 
"?rudeau has driven the jobs and investment 
wa " money a ky. 
Clark said one of his first steps as prime minister 
would be to recall Parliament and bring in a budget to 
encourage investment. 
It was a Big Day 
for Terraoe NDP 
SuN)ellen; 
Ed Broadbent 
Full text of Mr. 
Broadbent's 
speech to Labour 
social gathering at 
K i t imat  O ld  
Cabaret published 
on Page 2. 
Rads Avis 
By Mrs. E.A. Kaiser 
Terrace is host to what 
may be a first time "bird- 
visitor". 
This summer a family of 
five Anna's Humming birds 
has been seen in the garden 
of Mr. & Mrs. H. Metzmeier 
of 4919 Davis Ave. Of this 
family only one remains 
here - apparently a juvenile 
male who may have failed to 
accompany, his parents on 
their "return flight" tc 
California - the usual home 
of this humming bird. 
Annss, are rare, even in 
Vancouver. 
The Terrace visitor per- 
cbes regularly on a pine 
branch outside the Metz- 
reelers dining room windows 
and sings. Fear is felt that ff 
he doesn't migrate soon, 
he'll be caught by the winter 
weather. 
SA out 
LONDON tREUTER) -- 
The Salvation Army has 
announced it has suspended 
its membership in the World 
Council of Churches because 
the church group decided to 
donate $85,000 from its 
special fund to combat 
racism to black guerrillas 
fighting in Rhodesia. 
In Geneva, swtlzerland, 
the WCC expressed deep 
regret at the Salvation Ar- 
my's move. 
CAIRO (AP) -The conflict between Shan Mohammed 
Reza Pahlavi and Iranian religious leaders was set in 
motion by a series of reforms lbe Shah initiated ~5 
years  ago. 
The reforms, known as the "white revolution," 
stripped the leaders of the Shia Moslems, the 
predominant sect in Iran, of control over vast land 
holdings and gave equal fights to weemn, the move 
was designed te advance the country's transition to a 
modern society. 
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To show opposition to film sex and violence group cremates packed theatre 
Ayatullah Khomaini, the spiritual leader of the city of Qum, 160 kilomeiree south of Tehran. 
Shiite community, led demonstrations that turned into 
bloody riots and clashes much like the ones in which at 
least 100 persons have been killed since January . .  
Khomaini was exiled in 1963 but from lraq still leaas 
a radical faction made up mostly of young theology 
students who seek creation of a pure Islamic state. 
The leadership of the mainstream has passed tosoft 
spoken Ayatullah Shariatmadari, an 8O year  old 
theologian who lives in svartan simplicity in the holy 
THREAT TO VALUES -. 
He does not seek to supplant the secular government 
with a religious one and in several recent interviews 
made clear he thinks coexistence is• possible. But he 
and other religious leaders also made clear that they 
think the government has gone too far in allowing 
Western influences to erode traditional values. 
"One roof cannot have two weathers," Shariat- 
0nl)iTi|S Male gorilla never learned about the birds and the bees 
IHILADELPHIA'(AI) " lacks knoaledge of gorilla (Al)~-=lt was the micldle of kllometre swath of said the beam were so Ramar, a nine-year-old riming hadits. "because he doesn't really MOt NT/PLEASANT, Iowa The problem s a four- 
August and there was a state soybeans--abou~ 8{}0 bushels gorilla drought to the 
Philadelphia Zoo from North 
Carolina to make a couple of 
lovely female gorillas 
pregnant, hasn't had any 
luck. 
• That's because after living 
with the femnles for two 
months, he hasn't even tried. 
Zoo officials ay the problem 
is that Ramar, on.lean from 
the North Carellna Zoo, was 
raised from infancy by 
humans and apparently 
"We're hoping nature will 
take over," said Steve Viola, 
the Philadelphia Zoo's 
assistant curator. 
It's conceivable--forgive 
U~e expression--that Ramsr 
doesn't care for older 
woman. Both of his potential 
mates, Samantha and 
Haloko. are 18. 
"Untrue," observed Dr. 
Robert Snyder, the zoo's 
director of research. He said 
Ramar may be frightened or 
PEOPLE 
NEW $ORK (AP) --  
Robert Kennedy asked his 
sintor-in:law Jacqueline to 
keep silent about her plan to 
marry Aristotle Onassis 
until after the 1968 
Democratic onvention, the 
Ladies Home Journal 
reports. 
An excerpt published 
Tuesday from the book 
Jackie Ohl by free.lance 
writer Kitty Kelley said 
Kennedy was speechless at 
the prospect of president 
John Kennedy's widow 
marrying Onassis, a Greek 
shipping magnate many 
years her senior. 
Jacquel ine Kennedy 
agreed to the request, 
saying: "I know this is what 
the Ambassador thor father- 
in-law, Joseph Kennedy) 
would want me to do." 
Kennedy was seeking the 
presidential nomination 
when he was assassinated in 
1968, 
TOPEKA, Kan (AP) - -  
John Marino passed the 
halfway mark in his bicycle 
trek across the US  when he 
pedalled through Topeka. 
Marino, who is trying to 
break the cross-country 
bicycle record of 13 days, 
reached Topeka on ttte 
seventh day of his ride from 
Santa Monica, Calif., to New 
York City. 
The Newport Beach, 
man is averaging 380 kilo- 
metres a day, but mast in- 
crease his daily total to 
about 450 kilometrea if he is 
to break the record for the 
4,800-kilometre ide set in 
1973 by Paul Corois of 
Tustin, Calif. 
ignorant of the sex scene County sheriff's department 
know what to do." slippery that they had 
After all, until last July, snowplowclearinga slippery worth. The beans pilled out trouble standiugon the high- 
RKAmar had never seen U.S. 34 east of Mount ef a semi-trailer t uck that way while conducting their 
anther adult gorilla. ~lensant. had split open. investigation. 
In search of Government "Roots" 
KITCHENER, Ont. CP -  Mounted Police has no in- 
OK Ottawa, y~ win. I give formation on me in its 
Criminal Code case files - rip. 
You buried and bewildered contrary to popular belief; 
me with your endless upply - Mcst of my records have 
of pape~ork, your com- been destroyed; 
puters and your deter- - The purpose of offering 
ruination to distort the access to information is in 
language to a point where fact a plot to get more in- 
communications became formation about those 
impossible, requesting information. 
In addition to French and Now, to return to the 
English, you seem to have a beginning. 
third official language: To get access to in- 
Pttawaase. formation you have to visit a 
It all seemed like a simple post office or federal 
enough exercise - write the building, where you will find 
federal government to find an orange book the size of a 
out what the state knew telephone directory. When 
about my life. In March, you open the first page your 
Ottawa announced with umhitian starts to fade. 
considerable fanfare llmt, 
under the Human Rights 'NOT JUST ONE LETTER' 
Act, Canadians could review You see, it's not a qumtion 
information about them o~ writing one letter. You 
contained in government have to fin out separate 
files. It's now August and application forms for each 
I've discovered the ministry and still more 
following: forms for the various 
- 1 don't exist; departments within each 
- I do exist and arrived in ministry. 
Canadain1967freeofmentai And to get that far, you 
illness and tuberculosis; have to interpret the 
- The Royal Canadian descrivtions of the different 
information banks and 
ifgure out the meaning of 
myster ious  computer  
originated letters and words. 
1 played it safe and 
requested everything. 
The fastest response came 
from the local Canada 
Manpower Centre, telling 
me some of my records had 
been destroyed. 
From another department 
I received a copy of my 
Canadian immigrant 's  
record card, detailing the 
facts of my arrival in 
Canada. 
The secretary ofstate and 
Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corp. wrote back 
asking for more information. 
Health and Welfare 
Canada said I'd written to 
the wrong address and that l
couldn't get access to my 
family a l lowance file 
anyway because itwas in my 
wife's name. 
The RCMP were kind 
enough to write me three 
letters, one of which said my 
request could not be granted 
because the information was 
top secret. 
FED UP WITH FORMS 
Fed up with government 
forms, I turned for relief to 
Canada's paper burden 
ombudsman, the person who 
takes immediate action 
against unnecessary Ottawa 
red tape. But Fred Bennett 
said he couldn't help because 
the ombudsman was 
designed to help business, 
not individuals. 
Bennett, who didn't ask me 
to. fill out a form, sym- 
pethised with my problem 
and agree a need exists for a 
paper burden ombudsman to
help individuals. 
He said the taxpayers' 
burden of writing to each 
government information 
bank could easily be solved. 
People could write one letter 
containing a list of in- 
formation bank numbers and 
the government could divert 
requests to the appropriate 
departments. 
It was very odd that an act 
designed to provide in- 
formation should provide 
paperwork headaches, 
Bennett added. 
It's nice to come to a part 
of Canada whether it's the 
East coast or the West Coast, 
madari  said, quoting an ancient Persian proverb to. 
i l lustrate his belief that Western permissiveness won't 
mix with Islamic ~aditions. 
"One of the things we demand is an end to the show 
of sexy films and films of violence which corrupt our 
children and undermine our families," be said. "This. 
sort of thing creates~disbelief, and that paves the way 
for communism." 
Movie theatres have been a major target of religious 
rioters in the last eight months along with banks and 
liquor stores, because the Koran, Islam's hold book, 
forbids Moslems to drink or charge interest on .loans. 
MOVIE HOUSE BURNS 
The attacks intensified with the start of the holy 
month Of Ramadan, and on Saturday night arsonists 
se t  fire to a movie house in the oil refinery city of  
Abadan, killing at least 377 persons. The police chief Of 
Abadan blames the attack on the Islamic Marxists, 
which the government says is an organza!ion o[ 
terrorists who mix religious fanaticism wits  Marxis 
ideology. But theShiite]eaders says there is no such 
thing as Islamic Marxists. 
"It 's as ridiculous as saying Marxist capitalists," 
.one said. 
The conservative Moslems also demand separate 
schools for boys and girls. They express concern over 
women walking unescorted in the streets at night ana 
the trend among city women to shed tbe black veil in 
favour of Western dress. . 
M0re troubie for sub 
LONDON (AP) - -  A 
Russian nuclear 'submarine 
off Northo/~ Sbotla'nd is in 
more trouble, with its tow 
line snapped and gales ex- 
pected, the Royal Navy 
reported today. 
The Echo ll-class ub sur- 
faced Saturday night after 
sending distress calls to 
other Soviet fleet units. It 
seems to have suffered a 
breakdown in its nuclear 
propulsion system. 
After apparently making 
some headway of its own 
Mofiday, probably under 
diesel;power, the sub was 
taken under tow again by a 
Soviet rescue tug. Then early 
today the tow line broke. 
The 4,800-ton sub was rek- 
Text of Fed. NDP Leader Ed Broadbent's .Monday Night Kitirnat Speech 
another ten per cent. Wenow change in this point in dollar bracket in Canada. preaching the levels it was work, than pay welfare In the coming wecks, I can 
have double digit inflation, history in Canada, is There is no shortage of at, during the Depression. benefits, promise you when it comes 
once again-inUansda. But necessary- but it is also the housing in the Cadillac You have to consider the But he's playing the to prices we are going to 
ported tied up alongside the 
tog just outside Britain's 12- 
mile territorial imit and 
east of the Danish-owned 
Farce Islands. 
A second tug, a Kresta- 
class cruiser, a tanker and a 
Kashinciass guided missile 
destroyer of he Soviet 
Northern Fleet are in the 
area, the Royal Navy said. 
The submarine is believed 
to be trying to make Mur- 
maask, the Barents Sea por 
where the Northern Fleet i s  
based. 
It has been under sur- 
veillance by British planes, 
U.S. patrol aircraft based in 
Iceland, the Royal Navs 
vairol shio Lindlsfarne and  
the Danish frigate Fylla. 
there are a lot of Canadians 
who are also tired ef that and 
I want him and all Canadians 
where you  get fish that 
hasn't 6een frozen for six 
mouths - You'll excuse me if 
I 'm a little slow at making 
some of my comments - as 
I 'm digesting a magnificent 
So much for the personal 
comments. . 
I don't intend to speak at 
great lengths, tonight, to 
you. I'm visiting the com- 
munity tomorrow. I 'm 
touring the facilities of 
Kifimat ... but I did,want in 
• the course d the 
evaning...to.., put In per- 
spective what I think is the 
real issue in polities - (and) 
now what l, personally, 
think, as the leader of the 
Now Democratic Party. 
In terms of what Mr. 
Trudeau, as leader of the 
country, should be dealing 
with. 
A few examples - right out 
this province - 
'Before coming to B.C., l 
got in my office, a form that 
comes tome,  quite 
regularly, (a) Canadian 
Cattlemen's Association 
bulletin. I don't imagine it's 
read by a lot of people, here 
in Kitimat. Certainly not 
read by many people in my 
hometown of OShawa. 
But one thing that is in- 
teresting inthat bulletin that 
they put out on a regular 
basis - beef prices - and one 
that is significant in the 
following, in the Canadian 
I'll come back to that in just 
a minute. 
The other news item that 
came to light recently. I've 
referred to it already - (it's 
of great improtance .- not 
oaty~: to a ...Mouree ~ Dasen 
eommt~aity.such aS this but. 
our~whale,~nont~ .-),.is-tbe~ 
revelation of the Export 
Development Corporation. 
(E.D.C.) - an institution 
established by Ottawa with 
taxpayers money - from all 
over Canada - is spending 
some one billion dollars - for 
guaranteeing a one billion 
dollar copper development 
project - not here in British 
Columbia - not here in On- 
torio - not somewhere in 
Man i toba-  but in the 
Panama. 
One billion dollars of 
Canadian taxpayers money - 
being used, financed - a 
major copper project- in the 
Panama - precisely at the 
time that 1 have heard you 
have had some 320 laid off - 
June, at Stewart, but I have 
learned since I came to town 
that ff you took the layoffs 
over the past year in that 
community they  total 
somewhere in the neigh- 
bourhood of one thousand. 
So you have a thousand 
laid off in Stewart, B.C. a 
resource community - you 
have, I am told, coming in 
1979 in Merritt, another 
anticipated layoff in the 
copper industry- in excess of 
300- and you have, in Ottawa 
a government so insensitive 
ease - that once you meet category but if you are an 
that need, for elementary average man or woman or 
constitutional change (then) say, if you're poor - there is a 
the overwhelming concern of shortage of low oust housing - 
Canadians- are- with prices and mortgage rates are 
on the onehand and to create something that the gavern- 
jobs~,:on the other. . . . . . . .  . ment ought, effectively~.to 
The government that is not' control, . . . .  
insemitive to  the needs of ~ I was saying earlier today 
Canadians has got to deal to someone in Vancouver 
with those basic problems that a mortgage - a mor- 
first, tgage is not like borrowing 
I want, in saying money to buy a television set 
something about the cost of - or a holiday in Hawaii - that 
living issue, to indicate to -if we're going to do those 
you that a government in things we'll pay the interest 
Canada can do something, rates that the traffic will 
It's not the case, - and there bear - at a given time - but a 
are Canadians inside our mortgage is like Medicare - 
party as well as out who tend like education - it ought o be 
to think that prices and price a basic right to Canadians, 
increasesare something that everywhere - And a 
wehavetollvewith, and that government that is sensitive 
nothing can be done. But to the needs of Canadians 
things can be done. Interest will keep the mortgage in- 
rates are something that the terest rate down to the six or 
federal government can seven per cent level so the 
exercise direct control over ordinary Canadian can af- 
through the Bank of Canada ford to buy a house. That'S 
to increase its interest rates thekind of thing we would do 
to the full extentof what the in terms of controlling 
market will bear. When the prices. (Applause) In terms 
businessmen pay more for of jobs now, as Jim has 
money they've got to pass already said. There's 
those ousts on to the con- unemployment. It's 22 per 
sumer, and the prices go up. cent in this riding. It's bad. 
Or, for a small business that It's one of the worst riding in 
can't afford to harrow, so terms of unemployment in
they won't expand their Canada. But I can tell you, 
businoss to create more joba. the whole island of Cape 
But interest rates ought o Breton, (there) the real level 
• be kept down when we have of unemployment is 35 per 
massive unemployment, cent. 
Oil eests. Oil costs - (are) For the whole of Nova 
so central to every man and Scotia. (and - the whole 
woman who owns and drives province of Newfoundland. 
cost, which has to - has to be 
a concern to any politician, - 
to any man- or woman - who 
dares to run for public office 
- has to consider thehuman 
cost - (to) a man or woman 
that ~an't work.' But above 
and bey0iid thai~ most of you 
will be working. :Most of the 
men and women in my home 
town will be working - but it 
costs us five billion dollars -
a year-  the cost of unem- 
ployment insurance - five 
billion dollars - the cast of 
welfare is going to be in the 
hundreds of millions- the 
less of production of goods 
and services we would have 
produced if we had full 
employment is going to 
costing Canadians hundreds 
of millions of dollars. 
So there's a real economic 
cost to our economy. But in 
perpetuation of the more 
than one million unem- 
ployed. But the NDP-  and 
ONLY the NDP has got a 
solid committment ' to 
dealing with unemployment, 
and has provided the outline 
for an industrial strategy to 
provide the jobs that 
Canadians want. 
I want - 1 want in con- 
cluding my comments o say 
to you that l haven't the 
slightest doubt that an 
election is coming, Trudeau 
is planning - the usual 
cynical, calculating game 
that he has played since he 
becamePrime 
Miulster...Jnst a few weeks 
ago he co-opted a television 
cynical game - we had the spell out in a positive way, to recognize thbt we are 
announcements of cutbacks how we can at the national second to none in terms of 
a few weeks ago - We're level come to grips with this our eapanity to work as a 
going to in the next few very real problem con- people. That we are second 
weeks I predict- get- as Jim cerning Canadians. to none, in terms of the - the 
has already suggested- that.  I as a , Canadian of ' a existlugl resou'rbes' ~ve havQ 
we will be getting new pei"haps~itgei"gel~ratiohl here,lasa,countrY..iii~..,;.~: 
allocations of money, now, -cer~inly ~ounger than the' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
He'll do something to try and" presel~t prii~e'n~iliiSt~.r/hm .'.'And'Mt~we hi the:.MP,IVJ 
buy some votes - for the tired of bearing the negative want Trudeau to know, are 
thiugs about our country, second to none in our election- in the coming Fall. 
And I want you to know as 
the leader of the Federal 
party, I have never been 
more optimistic for our 
prospects. 
The Gallup poll- as most of 
you will know -has given us a 
steady increase for the last 3 
months - and the Con- 
servatives have either gone 
senators, as well as mem- 
bers of the House of Corn- 
mona - back to work on the 
const i tut ion- that great 
concern of Pierre Trudeau -
in the month of August - has 
said nothing - has said 
nothing as basic as food 
prices. (He) - tn the past 
month - has said nothing of 
the consumer price index 
"(which) as you know has 
shown up a year after year 
increase and as you know for 
the month has gone UP 
steadily down • either the 
Conservatives, or, as in the 
case of the most recent poll - 
the Liberals - but the New 
Democratic Party of Canada 
- we went up three mouths 
ago- we went up two months 
ago - and in the last month 
we went up a total of three 
Pewrcentsge points. 
e are now, at this point - 
four points higher in the 
national Gallup than we 
were going in to the last 
general election. 
We are in a very good 
position. And I want to say to 
you, I think l know the 
reason why. We are at- 
tempting in the national 
scene not to simply make 
cynical carping comments 
as the Tories have about he 
incompetence of the 
Liberals. We've made our 
Cattlemen's Association to the needs of Canadiano - so a car to work. (They are)a  That magnificent province, network, to say there was criticisms. 
Beef bulletin: Canadians are insensitive to the concern deep and basic concern for off our East coast, the real going to be a two billion But we have also said that 
paying for beef at the that they have both in the an industrial strategy, level of unemployment dollars cutback in public in the areas of simple con- 
supermarket level about urban and the developed We're one of the few (there) is today what it was expenditure not spelling out cern-  whether its in job 
twice as much, in markups, regions and the resource countries in the world that at the height of the that in many of them they creation or in the area of 
as are Americans. based regions, for the has, relatively speaking Depression. In 1932, (There) would be in areas where rising prices - something 
H you take the price of development of a rational ample petroleum resources- they have a real level of there should be no cutbacks - positiveantonlyeanbedono, 
so at this time, instead of it will mean simply higher but ought to be done, and beef, at the position it leaves resource policy that hey can unemployment at 32 per cent . . . 
the farm, whether it is on the take a project outside letting the multinational oil for the whole province, unemployment - i is a~uro we've spoiled it out, and 
other side of the mountains Canada in the time of companies which all reside And you can take whole to pay peop!e to do simply we've told how it can be 
here or in a distant prairie unemployment and outside our borders charge regions of rCanada wbere nothing - it makes more done, and in the resource 
a sense rumply to pay people to point - the markup here in guarantee, with Canadian Canadians whatever the unemployme,t is at or p- " sector with varticular jobs. 
Vancouver is some 96 cents, workers money a billion world price may be for our ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The gap between the farm dollar development project own resources we ought to '~!  " .................................................... 
gato and the supermarket is in copper that's goiug to have a petroleom price that i~ i Bus,ness" 
some 96 cants. In the United compete with Canadian keeps it below the world 
Staes - just south of the workers- and keep Canadian price level so that Canadian l i  
harder " the gap is half °f w°rkers "°ut °f a J°b" Indastry ean have a coN" if! ~ ~ '~"  N t r  d" i:ii 
that . half of that - betweon Icantollyou, onbehaifof petitiveadvantsgeinstcadof 0 iste i n  our  
the furm gate price and the the New Dem°craia' all °verse  many gu°ds and services  BOTID I] 
consumer price. Canada, when parliament is being produced in Japan and ii~! i'~ • ii!~ 
I find the fact very back on October 10, I'm United States and West i!i:: n n 0 iroo|orya 
significant- very significant going to fight that Germany and being bought . : . ~ ~  " i!~ 
that the Prime Minister development i  the Panama, by Canadians we could turn :~:~~:  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 63S.2040 
could spend lots of mouey up right to the end. it around at our lower iili ' ':'~]i~] 
over all members of We shouldn't use Canadian competitive nergy prices ~ DIAL .AN~ORDER 632.3~13 
parliament and in terms of money. (applause) These bere for our gonds for export i~i! ~ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 63,5.3300 ~] 
party representation- send two - two aspects of from Canada to other 
economic assistance prices countries abroad. 
on the one hand and We're 
Listed 
resources and development 
on the other - are for us the 
leading questions in 
Canadian politics. We need, 
as Jim (Fulton) has in- 
dicated, some Constitutional 
change in Ottawa. (No one) 
in the part of the country or 
in my part of Canada - in 
southern Ontario r- where l 
was not long ago on the East 
coast of Canada, would deny 
that some constitutional 
But instead (applausei 
instead, we have a Liberal 
government that permits the 
oil companies to literally 
gouge Canadian consumers 
and Canadian interests and 
industry in terms of oil 
pricing policy. There are 
areas then, in terms of prices 
that can be controlled. 
Mortgages are another 
area. 
There is a surplus of 
housing up in the 30,000 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 798.2221 
OLI'S PLACE - 798-2231 
BARNEY - SHOE'S & REPAIR - 635-3092 
PETS BEAUTIFUL- 63S-92Sl 
Here/ Free : for ONE month courtesy of THE DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 63§ 63§1 
l isted for your customers please cal l  m 
: : : : : : : : . - ~ : : : : : : : , ,  
I'm tired of hearing that 
Canadians somehow have to 
work harder. That we are 
lazy. That we can't compete. 
And I want to say to you 
tonight, through you, tonight 
to the prime minister, that 
determfnation to put those 
people and those resources 
together at this point in our 
history and create in Canada 
the exciting and decent 
country it can become. 
(ApplauseJ E.g. 
PNE NEWS 
The largest annual 
automotive event and timber 
show in British Columbia 
opens Saturday, August 19, 
at the Pacific National 
Exhibition. 
The demolition derby and 
the Wickheim Timber Show 
feature daily programs in 
the Action Centre. through to 
September 4.
Admission to all 5,000 
ringside scats in the Action 
Centre -- for both events - is 
free. It's part of the PNE's 
effort to provide free fun 
entertainment for all the 
family during the annual 17- 
day fair. 
The demolition derby is 
billed as the biggest 
demolition derby in the 
world, and the largest 
automotive event in Canada 
It attracts over one-quarter 
of a million spectators an- 
nually, 
Fair - t ime demolition 
derby competition includes 
the Canadian Pacific Team 
Championships, Figure a 
Racing, obstacle course 
Gymkhanas and the Ladies' 
Powder Puff Derby. 
Dare devil drivers will 
psi'form crash dives, roll- 
over contests, dive bombs .... 
and some will drive through 
walls of fire. 
Well-known local radio, 
television, journalism and 
sport figures will demon- 
strate skills at dare devil 
driving in the Action Centre 
August 20 at 2:30 p.m. They 
will compete in Figure 8 
rnoin~+ 
bpioatiom Invited 
i 
Oommundy
Oo,oio 
Space is st i l l  ava i lab le  in the following full- 
t ime programs.  
Cook Tra in ing and Upgrad ing  
Indust r ia l  Records  andF i rs t  A id 
Ear ly  Chi ldhood Educat ion  
E lect ron ics  Technic ian and Upgrad ing 
Genera l  Mechanics  
Mar ine  Eng ine  Repa i r  
In teres ted  persons  shou ld  app ly  im-  
mediate ly  to The Reg is t rar ,  Northwest  
Communi ty  College, Box 726, Ter race ,  B.C. 
Phone 635-6511. Space  is a lso  ava i lab le  in 
our modern  dormitor ies .  
Sponsorship on  some programs may be 
avai lab le .  Contact your  nearest  Canada 
Employment  Centre. 
I, 
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Not enough profs 
not enough food 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Thirdworld countries are 
facing severe fond shortages 
because , they lack 
profssslo~Is who can help 
their citizens become self- 
sufficient, a Commonwealth 
universities conference was 
told here Monday. 
Sir John Craw ford, 
chancel or of the Australian 
National University, said 
universities in developing 
countries do not play a large 
enough role in economic 
development and are not 
turning out enough 
agricultural technologists 
and researchers. 
"H allowed to function 
reasonably in a developing 
country, a university will 
almost inevitably have a 
pervasive influence in the 
social and economic 
development of its country 
or, of its region, in the case of 
large countries like India," 
be told 600 delegates at- 
tending the 12th Com-  
monwea l th  Universities 
Congress, 
He said there is no escape 
from rural poverty or 
progress toward self- 
sufflcency unless yields are 
improved or more new land 
opened up than can be ex- 
pected from traditional tech- 
nologies. 
Crawford said, however, 
that third world govern- 
ments must recognize that 
universitie~ need adequate 
funds to train personnel and 
apply new technology, but 
added these universities are 
at best only moderately 
equipped for teaching and 
research. 
PLAY BACKSTOP ROLE 
Universities in developed 
countries such as Canada 
and Australia, he suggested, 
could have a "backstop role" 
using their more. 
sophisticated equipment to 
better tackle, than de- 
velopng countries, basic 
problems blocking greater 
production. 
Developing countries, he 
said,: must aim for serf- 
sufficiency in food 
production because tradi- 
tional suppliers such as 
North America and 
Australia, can't be expected 
to help beyond emergency 
aid. 
L. H. Sheheski, dean of 
agriculture at the University 
of Manitoba, said the World's 
current agricultural and 
area should be able to 
provide fond for three to four 
times the present population. 
This can be don~ by using 
pest i c ides ,  expand ing  
i r r igat ion ,  developin~ 
disease-resistant varieties of 
crops, increasing numbers of 
kinds of crops grown a year 
and by reducing land in 
summer fallow in more 
temperate r gions. 
" In these countries it 
should be possible to in- 
crease production by at least 
50 per cent during the next 
ten years and, in some cases, 
even double productien...but 
only if the transfer of 
knowledge can be made to 
reach and be utilized by 
literally millions of sub- 
sisteuce farmers," he said. 
"There should he little 
doubt that there is an un- 
tapped production potential 
that could be developed at a 
rate that would ensure an 
adequate diet for all the 
earth's inhabitants." 
He said the 10,000 people 
who die each day from 
malnutrition do so not 
because of a world food 
shortage but because they 
can't buy sufficient food to 
exist, a condition caused by 
inadequate  cap i ta l ,  
marketing structure and 
storage facilities. 
/,: ! ?/,~ 
/~~'~ 
iii i:y! 
Southbound traffic across the old Terrace bridge was 
closed Monday night, forcing many motorists to turn 
around and use the new route over the by-pass. Sooner 
or later much needed alterations of a lasting nature 
will have to be carried out on this historic feat of 
engineering, in the interest of public safety. North- 
bound h'affic was still using one lane when this photo 
was taken at 7 p.m. 
BCR wildcat strike ends in PG 
during the current round of 
contract talks with the year 
old joint council of railway 
unions. 
They said the bargaining 
problems showed a con- 
tinuing anti-lahor attitude by 
the provincial government's 
railway corporation. The 
strikers also said they won't 
return to their jobs until the 
negotiation become serious. 
The strikers denied they 
were trying to break up the 
were protesting the corn- new joint council set up 
pany's failure to engage in under the auspices of the 
meaningful discussions LRB. 
VANCOUVER CP - The trouble involved about 300 
British Columbia Railway mmhers of seven unions at 
BCRwenttotheB.C. Labour Prince George but the 
Relations Board LRD today workers who set up at strike 
to try to end a wildcat strike headquarters there said 
at Prince George which has employees were also off the 
d isrupted the railway's job at ~uesnel, Fort St. 
services. James and Fort Nelson, 
further north.. 
The company said the The Prince George 
railway was'operating ona workers, who voted 
"reasonably normal basis" unanimously Monday night 
.from North Vancouver to to continue the strike which 
Prince George in central began Sunday, said they 
B.C. but services north of 
there were spasmodic. 
The company said the 
mpanywants to retrieve 
MET WITH BOARD 
BCR vice president Mac 
Norris said the railway and 
the union met Monday with 
LRD chairman Bone Bone 
who opened a formal hearing 
today into the railway's 
application for a cease and 
desist order against the 
pickets. 
The joint council ' has 
applied to the LRB for a 
strike vote involving 2,200 
members of the seven 
unions. Joint council 
spokesmen i  Prince George 
said the council did not 
sanction the walkout and the 
men were acting on their 
own initiative. 
Ber splkesman Hugh Ant'ab " " boat Armstrong denied the 
1" ort lomsts  seized f ishing railway wasnotbargaining properly. The railway tried zoo'-- ' ellati . to hold meetings with the we m e  ca]~c  o n  VANCOUVER (el) -- A fishing Co. Ltd. spokesman, ,T.  . . . . . . . . . .  ' has th" joint council after the initial 
Vancoucer fishing company said today that Negero op~on~o"f'k'~ping'ti~evesze/ m~ti~^JulY?tTi~abtUi~Wc~l~°nl,dt 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  have to stop passing the has begun legal proceedings rented the32 foot steel-hulled . or returning it to the owner, uy,,y=~u.~.,~ 2,  __ 
Health Minister Bob No- abortion buck. to retrieve a $30,000 fishing gill hotter from the company The coast guard cutter m.eet umu ~ug. l~ oeca~e 
umon negotmtors were on Clelland's cancellation f the "They will no onger he heat being held following the for the season. Point Countess seized the .. 
Vancouver General Hospital able to use the unborn child (VGHY " annual general' as a political footbeli," she arrest  of.  a Vancouver, The company has no doat Sunday night after vacan°~ron s "d th 
fishermen~,' charged.= w i th  control over where its boats  cutter personnel spotted'R" Arm tng  -",sa~ .~_ e 
meeting '6,vas"'welcomed sald...'.,.:'."i,'o.::.%'.i. .:, :." .Z.~ ~' illegally ,'fishtng:'in ::United. ' a~d'used,lke~sald ' ....... ' [ ~i .... fishing about 900 metreS' company, nas,~Kt'U-'tlRtt'[U 
Mond~y~by, ~nti~bor.t(on :~s. ' .F indl~' .wbq urged States waters: . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  The' Cd~dia'n 'FiShing Co:.' inside U~S. territorial'"wa- .governm.ent. me.dta~or.'m- 
forces and criticized hy a that VGH administration be The boat was rented by Jo- Ltd. is a subsidiary of New ters, 28 kilometres west of tervene tn me o|spum aria 
group fighting for choice in 
abortion. 
McCleiland said he was 
cancelling the meeting, an 
annual hattie between pro 
and antiahortion forces, 
each trying to elect trustees 
to represent its point of view, 
because the antictpaed 
confrontation had created 
anxiety in an already- 
troubled situation. , 
Pro-Life president Betty 
Green said the cancellation 
was a good thing because it
made McCleiland personally 
accountable for the abortion 
situation at the hospital. 
Barbara Findiay of Con- 
cernedCitizeus for Choice on 
Abortion said in a news 
release that the organization 
is dismayed that the an- 
nouncement left unanswered 
such questions as the status 
of the current membership 
and the thousands of ap- 
plications held by VGH. 
Hospital spokesman Fay 
• Cooper said VGH will return 
all applications for mem- 
bership, with the $2 fee, 
Although the return fees 
present membership is not 
being dissolved, VGH ,wi l l  
also return the $2 renewal 
fees, because administrator 
• Peter Bozowski will retain 
all powers which would haw 
been vested in a board of 
trustees elected at an annual 
general meeting, she said. 
About 50,000 applications 
for new memberships were 
returned to normal as soon 
as possible, said anti- 
abortionists have flooded 
Lion's Gate Hospital with 
applications for mem- 
bership. 
"CCCA only managed to 
sign up 800 applications 
before the deadline but we 
hope this is suffiiient tm 
prevent a single issue group 
from gaining control of Lions• 
Gate Hospital," she said. 
Ms. Findlay asked 
whether the government was 
going to look to appoint 
administrators to all 
hospitals. "Surely the 
government should take an 
unequivocal stand that the 
acai abi ity of abortion is a 
medical procedure just as, 
for example, blood tran- 
sfusions are," s e said. "If 
that were done, hospitals 
culd then rot down to their 
business of patient care." 
Meanwhile, Barb Bradley, 
another senior nurse and a 
surgical assistant super- 
visor, resigned Monday - 
making her the 15th nurse to 
leave over the policies ef the 
previous administration. 
Vgh doesn't want nurses 
like me araoand who are 
clinically competent, ad- 
vanced in skills and ready to 
take leadership roles," she 
said, 
"I don't hink they listen to 
nurses; I don't think they 
want to, "Most of the things 
that go through a nursing 
committee is vetoed by a • given out by the hospital for 
, th is"  year's meeting, non.nursing committee, 
althoughless than a fifth hod anyway. 
been returned. The deadline "The department,  of ! 
for applications i  Friday. surgical nursing is now zn a 
Ms. Green said that state of chaos. In  three to 
because of McCleliand's four weeks, it will be in a 
deeisinn, governments will state of crisis." 
2,4,D buffer 
cut back 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The At the time, biologist Dr. 
environment ministry has Peter Newroth said there 
cut back to 800 metres the was no cause for concern 
buffer zone surrounding a 10- because the amount of 2,4-D 
acre plot of weeds near residue found was well below 
Summerland, B.C., treated the minimum drinking- 
with the controversial water standards set dv the 
herbicide 2,4-D, World Health Or~nizotlon. 
Ministry spokesman Steve Phillips also said Tuesday 
Phillips said Tuesday the that 182,000 kilograms of 
zone was reduced to its Eurasian water milfoii was 
oririnal size when no traces harvested last week in 
of the herbicide were found Vaseux Lake, between 
outside the 800-metre mark. Penticton and Osoyoos in the 
The ministry expondedthe Okansgan Valley. 
buffer zone to 2,400 metres He said the harvesting 
Aug. 16 as a safety measure allowed swimmers use the 
became of strong ground beaebes for the first time in 
currents, two months. 
seph Herioshi Negero, a England Fish Co. of Seattle ' Port Angeles in the Strait of the council had agreed that 
Vancouver  g i l lnet ter  
Negero, who appeared 
before a federal magistrate 
Negero appearecl m u.~. 
federal court Monday and 
was released without bond. A 
in Port Angeles, Wash., preliminary hearing was 
Nondas, is the first Canadian scheduled for Aug. 30 in 
fisherman taken into custody seattle. 
in the Pacific region since 
the reciprocal fishing CAN KEEP BOAT 
agreement between the two The maximum penalty for 
countries broke down June 4, fishing in U.S. waters is a 
said a U.S. Coast Guard $100,-000 fine and six months 
spokesman. • in jail, said the coast guard. 
Terry Olson, Canadian If Negero is convicted, the 
Juan de Fuca. Negero was no strike would be held 
the only person in the boat..before a mediator was called 
jthe seized boat was {oaed m. 
to Port Angeles and will The government has ap- 
remain in U,S. custody until pointed Fred Geddes to 
the courts decide what to do mediate the dispute. 
with it, said the Coast Guard 
spokesman. 
Several U,S. fishermen 
hace been cited by lanadian 
authorities since June 4, he 
said, but none has had his 
boat seized. 
tcome tax cuts expected 
ticipated, currently l~rovides B.C. with 
Wolfe said he supports the $250 million a year for 
plan to cut expenses but the health, education .and 
province would like to know welfare programs. 
how and where the cuts will Under the plan, approved 
be made. programs arc shared on a 50- 
50 basis. The federal 
He said provincial officials government has indicated it
will monitor proposed would prefer to make a 
changes to the Canada lump-sum payment each 
Assistance Plan which year instead. 
Brewer" b&e 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Finance Minister Evan 
Wolfe said today he expects 
the federal government will 
cut income taxes as well as 
various prograns as 
promised, by Prime Minister 
Trudeau. 
Wolfe said he is pleased 
that the provinces will be 
consulted before any action 
is taken because a one-per- 
cent cut in income taxes 
would mean an immediate 
loss of St0 million to British 
Columbia. 
Provincial pl'emiers have 
been notified that Ottawa in- 
tends to change some cost- 
sharing agreements with the 
provinces, and Trudeau said 
that given the share that 
payments to provinces 
reiresent in the federal 
budget, reductions or re- 
ordering of federal ex- 
iendituros could be an- 
VICTORIA (CP) --'Thirst i l  / sat with an open case of 
for Canadian beer got the b..,r beside them. Police 
hotter of two men who were took them into custody 
discovered today inside withutincident. 
Labatt's brewery Major breweries in the 
warehouse, province have been involved 
The two, aged 23 and 35, in a strike-lockout since May 
wei'e found by a guard as 26. 
Train 
derailed 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Two men had to swim for 
their lives today when the 
Canadian National 
Railways' locomotive in 
which they were riding 
plunged into the Thompson 
River, 77 kilometres west of 
here following a train 
derailment. 
CN spokesuan AI Menard 
said one of two other locomo- 
tives also went into the river 
after the train hit a slide at 
Ashcroft. Eight cars of the 
westbound coal train also 
left the tracks. 
Menard said there were no 
serious injuries, although 
one of two men in a caboose 
suffered minor injuries. 
He said the CN main line 
was expected to be reopened 
Wednesday. Passenger 
trains were being rerouted 
on CP Rail lines between 
Basque and Kamloops. , 
Attempt to stop 
pilot strike 
TORONT (CI) --  
Representatives of Air 
Canada nd its 1500 pilots 
plan to cmply with a request 
from the federal labor 
minister to meet him today 
in Ottawa in an effort to 
prevent a pilots' strike, 
spokesmen for the pilots and 
airline said Tuesday. 
Captain Norman Foster, 
the chief negotiator for the 
Canadian Air Line Pilots 
Association, and airline 
president Claude Taylor are 
to meet at 9 a.m. EDT with 
Labor Minister John Munro 
in an attempt o reach a 
contract settlement before 
the strike deadline of 3 a.m. 
EDT Thursday. 
in an interview 
Tuesday, Fuster said he ad 
received "a very specific 
request fron Mr. Munro to 
meet in Ottawa." 
Pilots, however, still were 
counting down the hours 
until the strike deadline 
reached, Foster said. 
"I still expect a strike but 
who knows what will happen 
in Ottawa." 
Foster said he believed the 
move for a meeting was 
initiated by the airline. 
He said pilots, owever, 
would not change their 
position on he only issue left. 
to de settled in the dispute-- 
the merging of the seniority 
lists of Air Canada and 
Nordair. 
The Crown-ownd irline 
was granted permission in 
July by the Canadian 
transport commission o tke  
over Nordair, a Montreal- 
based airline, on the con- 
dition that the two airlines 
operate separately.• Air 
Canada has nt acuired 
Nordair officially. 
Taylor has said Air 
Canada was prepared to deal 
with that demand only after 
the airline has  acquired 
Nordair. 
Foster said the seniority 
list issue was important to 
his members' future. Air 
Canada pilots and the airline 
cud agree in a new cp.ptract 
that the lists wod~l he 
merged when, and if, AIIR 
Canada takes over Nordair, 
,he said. 
: .The union;would noLagree~ 
t0 delay tbe.propesal..until 
• ' tl~ ~ext~ contract' beeausemo 
takeover would be com- 
pleted by then and Air 
Canada would he in a 
stronger position to resist 
merging the lists, Foster 
said. 
Unless eniority lists of the 
.two airlines are merged, Air 
Canada pilots likely would 
miss advancement op- 
portunities in the lucrative 
charter business. 
. " c i . .  
EXPECTS EXI~.NSION 
Union offlcia s~e paid 
the airline wants to e~pand 
into charter flights using 
Nordalr instead of the main 
airline, jthe jalr Canada 
iilots claim that any ex- 
pansion involving Nordair 
pilots wou d be a consider- 
ably cheaper venture. 
Nordatr's 120 pilots 
generally are less ex- 
perienced and paid less than 
their Air Canada coun- 
terparts. Union officials aid 
that with a merger of the 
seniority lists, Nordalr pilots 
coild expect an end to their 
present lower pay rates. 
Pilots of the two airlines 
are members of the 
association. 
Earlier this week, Taylor 
sent a tcierram to the pilots' 
association agreeing to the 
union denand for a one-year 
contract and offering to 
sibmit o binding arditratiou 
a dispute over whether pilots 
should be allwed to fly first 
class to and from assign- 
ments. 
Foster said he would not 
agree to'put such a touchy 
issue to an arbitrator. 
Instead, the issue should 
be put aside unil the next 
contract, when the two sides 
will he free of anti.inllation 
controls and the airline can 
afford to give pilots 
something inreturn, he said. 
He said pilots do not care 
whether they fly first or 
second class but that they 
would not give up the 
privilege unless the airline 
offered something in return. 
Meanwhile, passengers 
hooked on Air Canada flights 
were scrambling for 
a l te rnat ive  t rave l  
arrangements following the 
pilots' announcement Monk- 
da of plans for a strike, 
Eastern Provincial Air- 
ways, based in 
Newfoundland, plans ad- 
ditional service on its re- 
gional routes ff the Air 
Canada pilots' strike takes 
place. 
Keith Miller, Eastern 
provincial president, said in 
an interview Tuesday that 
the airline would provide two 
additional flights daily on 
,~ ' L~ ~, .~t 
. 
and W~Id increa~ sgr-w=¢ 
in other areas if demand 
warrants. 
Th~ t.line's daily service 
links t.,, Atlantic provinces 
with Montreal. 
A spokesman for 
American Airlines said 
number of  reservations 
agents were increased 
because of the increasing nu 
her of calla. 
Look 
loon 
u thi  
sumntet  
Alcan and haven t yet 
If you don [ work at what we do at the 
Alcan smelter and we 
pa=d us a vis=t, we hope would like to show you 
youll drop m on us those skills in actiom 
this summer It.takes Our tour guides will 
the skills of 2,500 always make'you 
district people to do most welcome. 
Smelter Tours--Summer 1978 
Monday to Friday only: For more information, 
Smelter bus tours at write or telephone: 
12:30 and 2:00 p.m. Aloan Smelter Tours 
(information Centre Box 1800. Kitimat. 
open 10:00-1 t:30 a m 1 British Columbia vac 2H2 
te lephone:  632-3111 (ext, 259) 
Aloan Smelters and Chemicah~ Ltd .A~,~'~ 
OU mkmmdr | mkmt' ,mm nmm mm • TICKETSS2.00 
f l  I 1115/= $10.00 
ANOTHER LOTTERY 
" Wi th  Lucky  Leo  6, everybody  w ins  
• . .  p roceeds  he lp  c r ipp led  ch i ld ren  
and YOU get a chance  to w in  ' 
1OO,00 
Lucky  Leo  Lot ter ies  prov ide  noth ing  but  w inr  
Hundreds  of peop le  w in  pr izes  and thousand 
c r ipp led  . .h i ldren all over  B.C. rece ive  help.  
.T~II~ IE~Ia~TI S/I ~'BOuLUsM P'I3 AELI;I)e rN~eSa(i)cCalmEpTs Y .F(~sIC~IPPLHEoDu~H1.LFDat~nYC;re 
ALL WINNERS NOTIFIED BY MAIL 
I H H H U  
I 
I  i!o, 
o . 
I' 
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EDITORIAL 
Some years ago, when the radio "hot line" was 
at its height, there was one thing a listener could 
count on. There would be the same few cranks or 
professional callers calling in and hOgging the 
otherwise interesting medium. 
On the Cross Canada Checkup program, every 
Sunday for instance. That program that deals 
with a topical issue selected in advance, in which 
the CBC seeks a "typical Canadian" reaction 
and response. For years an Asian doctor, from 
somewhere near Vancouver, was almoSt sure to 
be on, early in the program, hammering away at 
his pet theme. Another almost as persistent 
voice, was that of a woman with a certain brand 
ci religion to purvey, a male counterpart of a 
different faith, pro-Lifer - and perhaps half a 
dozen others. 
Although the program was a lengthy one - 
about an hour and a half, as I recall, - if the 
'professional gripers were not cleverly handled 
and their calls cut to a minimum, - their same 
slanted viewpoint would be all there would be 
time for, week after week, - and the majority of 
listeners would never get air time. 
And so it is with most such programs - local, 
provincial, and other-wise. At a public meeting 
the fanatic is sure to be .there, striving to 
monopolize the limelight. It is because idiots and 
fools such as they, that school boards, town 
councils, hospital boards and similar 
organizations dread to hold meetings open to the 
public. Yet, to close them to the public would - or 
could - have more serious consequences. One of 
these being that matters that needed public 
scrutiny would be carried on in secret. Two, the 
idiots and fools, unable to blow off steam in 
public, their frustrations bottled up, would resort 
to violence to obtain the attention they deman- 
ded. 
In' the brief but heady nine month period as 
editor of the Herald, I have found the same 
applies to the public readership response. IA 
response expressed in leKers~' to the editor, 
telephone calls, visits to the editor's office, and 
personal contacts. 
Where, I keep wondering, are the professional 
members of our society? The doctors, nurses, 
lawyers, architects, engineers; musicians, ar- 
tists, the head foresters, meteorologists? Where 
are all these people who respond to andare 
accepted for the positions advertised in the 
newspapers in large, bold print, boxes with: 
"When replying quote Competition CS-687119-78" 
- and other mysterious codes? Where are those 
who are receiving the rewards, listed in the ads 
at: $25,000 - $36,609.55 (under negotiation)?" 
Where are all the "Consultants" at huge salaries 
hired to plan recreation, hydro, telephone or city 
expansion projects? The consultants for Mental 
• Health, Social Welfare, Lands and Forest con- 
servation, Rehabilitation and Reform, Liquor 
and Drug, Prison Reform, Pollution Control 
Standards, and the thousand and one similar 
positions one sees advertised but never hear are 
f i l l ed -  or by whom they', are filled? 
There is a whole range of "Child Specialists" 
advertised for, at one time and another - 
someone to "Plan programs for. the un- 
derachievers" "The Emotionally .Dmturb.d,, 
The "Physically and Mentally Disadvantagen ; 
the child with perceptual problems, • the child 
with English As A Second Language; the 
"Specialists" who "Must Be Able To Work With 
Children Of Native Background" - and all the 
rest. 
Another group I have yet to hear from, is that 
hired in response to the most obscure govern- 
ment advertisements. Obscure in meaning, but 
prominent in ad size. Something like the suc- 
cessful applicant for the following picked from 
random." 
'The Opportunity-EiD.P. Manager-Calgary, 
Alberta based company requires exper, person 
to assume responsibility for in-house & service 
centre data operations. A sound working exper, 
with RPGII and Cobol a necessity for program 
maint, and dev. for 360-30 D.O.S. & fut. ex- 
pansion. Supervisory exper, an asset. Vac. is 
immed. Employee ben. package Sal. com- 
mensurate with exper. Exc. opp. to join a stable 
& prog. leader in the a.p.b. Apply in confid, to..." 
And on the same page, many more, atong mese 
lines: "OT-PT Consult. A fully qual. and exper. 
indiv, with a good understanding of the care of 
the elderly is req. for a large health care com- 
pany. Teaching exp. wld. be an asset.' Some 
tray. Reply in confidence to: Box XX, STAR." 
Dear sir :  
Our P aders 
Japanese students who wereheld, ineluding one with nothing but praise for the 
accompanied her were 
visiting four centres in North 
America; three in the United 
States and one in Canada. 
That one was not Toronto, 
Montreal or one of the other 
large urban centre - i t  was 
Terrace. Mrs. Kataoka 
came from San Francisco to 
Terracel 
,All the students attending 
the summer school had 
lessons with Mrs, Kataoka, 
with the assistance of Mrs. 
Keiko Parker who acted as 
interpreter. Lessons were 
also given by Mrs., Marylin 
Davies and Mr.. Stuart 
McCallum and several in- 
teresting parents' sessions 
Mrs. Phyllis Weiser from 
California and one with Dr. 
Araras of Terrace. 
Highlights of the week were 
to concerts at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, one given by 
Mrs. Stuart McCallum and 
one given by Xhe two 
Japanese girls, Magisha 
Shimzu (aged 9) and Yukari 
Okani (aged 13) 
More than half of the Sixty 
or so students and teachers 
who attended the summer 
school were from out of 
town. There were people 
from as far away as Win- 
nipeg:a~d Washington, State 
as, well .. as .several..from 
Edmonton, Calgary "~'add 
Burnaby, and I heard 
smooth running organization 
of the school and the 
valuable interaction bet- 
ween students. 
This inspirational week 
was made possible by the 
hard work and foresight of 
the Suzuki Talent Educators 
of Terrace, Mrs. Marylin 
Davies,. Mr. Stuart Mc- 
Callum and Mrs. Joan 
Spencer. I am sure that all 
those who were Involved in 
the summer school would 
join me in a sincere thank- 
you to those who made 
Terrace the 1978 Suzuki 
Cenirefor Canada..: : T, ~' 
:. Yours sincerely : ~: 
Elizabeth Fleet. 
A remarkable . thing 
happened in Terrace last 
week and I should like to 
take this opportunity to 
thank those who made it 
possible. 
The even( to which I am 
referring is the Smnmer 
School for Suzuki piano 
students held at the Nor- 
thwest College form Monday 
to SATURDAY last week. 
Summer schools for piano 
are not new in Terrace; the 
remarkable thing was that 
the school was privileged to 
have as principal, instructor 
Mrs. Haruko Kataaka from 
the Suzuki Ii~tlt~te inJuan.  
Mrs. Kataoka and the two 
Howls it, during ~e 270 days as editor, I have 
yet to get a letter, pl~one or other type call from 
persons in any of the above groups? 
It would be such a relief to hear someone call 
up and say,--"This is Mr. or Mrs. Jones, I'm an 
"I'm Physiotherapy OT-PT consultant", or .a 
Clincial Instructor Specializing in the Corrective 
Exercise and Normal Development of the right 
jugularis interna" instead of just "I'm a Terrace 
taxpayer" from someone in a humdrum walk of 
life, complaining of the dirty streets and 
sidewalks after having cut his feet on broken 
beer bottle glass for the umpteenth time! 
It is wrong of me to hope that someday a
medical specialist will find "time from his busy 
golf practice, his helicoptering in Hawaii, his 
scuba-dived in Samoa, or his hydroponicking in 
Smithers to phone up with a comment on the 
editorial scone, suggesting a new and fresh 
approach to solving the great "Canadian 
Enigma"? 
Is there not somewhere in the Great Outback 
of Kitimat, for example, at least one charming 
and intelligent woman with an idea worth 
sharing with our readers? 
Also - is it too much to hope for, that 
somewhere among our readers, there is an in- 
ventor, an original thinker, a budding geniu~ -
someone with an'I.Q, over 50 on the Terman and 
Merrill index - with an exciting proposition to 
release, through our columns? 
In other wor& - where are the other 51 per- 
cent? 
Letter to the Editor: 
In your paper of Thursday 
17th August you had an 
article regarding Tennis, 
"Come out & join us - fun 
tournament  Saturday 
morning, starts at 9 a.m. 
Only a beginner - so am I - 
who cares, it is fun. Good 
participation." 
Sol I phone the number 
given- I phone time and time 
again - go into recreation. 
"Oh yes," They say, "we 
can't get hold of anyor.e 
either, we have another 
signed up and nobody has 
called in for any eniriesl 
"Oh, well." I thought, 'TII 
get my girl to the courts 
before nine Sat. morning -
quote your paper again 
"Turn up at 9 a.m. ff you 
haven't got a partner don't 
worry we will match you up 
with someone with the same 
qualification ere: but come 
out and enjoy the fun, maybe 
learn a few more rules of the 
game - etc. etc. etc. 
What happens when the 
girl get there? All adult 
tennis players - no time for 
kids. Quote: "Sorry - no 
junior showed up, It was so 
badly organized- no rules for 
adults or juniors- just - come 
out and enjoy the fun. 
If any others bad signed hp 
. who turned up to take any 
entries? Who was there to 
answer the phone? What 
kind of a club is it?? No 
wonder Terrace has never 
bad a proper tennis club 
going- Even last year when 
they advertised for club - 
members only one or two 
turned up, and left after a 
few games. Whyl Because 
the ones who are supposed to 
be members - who are 
supposed to try & get new 
members - are so taken up 
with their own games and 
own time that even if they 
get new ones they are more 
than not left to sit it out or to 
watch the members play 
their own games. We bought 
our girl a good bat - lots of 
tennis balls, and joined the 
club last year. She was the 
only junior to stay because 
she wanted to learn. One 
young man gave her several 
lessons, but he had to leave. 
No one offered to helper play 
with her, She still wanted to 
belong to the club this year in 
the hopes of getting a part- 
ner and learning more about 
the game. All year I tried to 
Tennis? Anyone? 
get in touch with someone to • club. Why advertise and 
sign her up so that she could make a great deal of it if you 
still remain in the club. No can't keep your word~ If you 
didn't want juniors - Why 
didn't you say so instead of 
making a junior get up, 
travel six miles to join in the 
fun only to be sent away 
because no one wanted to 
play with a Junior. You call 
this sportsmanship? Take a 
dice - I got lots of phone 
numbers - lots of advice 
where to phone - who to talk 
to, but I never could pin 
anybody down. So: where is 
the organized club? How can 
we have a good tennis club 
with such a badly organized 
KITIMH 
Library News 
By Douglas Hagerman 
While some single adults lead exciting, 
romantic lives, many have lonely unenviable 
life-styles. In The Sad Eyed Ladies a journalistic 
account of the habituees of single's bars, the 
character studies reveal women who are one 
step ahead of desperation and the debt collector. 
The discos are decorated in the latest 
sophisticated styles, but the courting rituals are 
reminiscent of a high school dance. The 
habituees are those who didn't form a lasting 
relationship. 
In About Men, Phyllis Chesler attempts to 
define "manhood" from four points of view; 
mytho-poetic, visual, autobiographical and 
psycho-analytic. A noted author and 
psychologist, her probing reaches deep into the 
male psychic for the causes of hostility, brutality 
and war. 
"Everybody talks about the weather., but nobody 
does anything about it", is no longer true. In 1974 
the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
investigated the possibility of environmental 
war. "Witnesses showed up from all over the 
country; and their testimony was so - frightening 
. that the committee report roads like a science 
fiction novel." In "A Change in the Weather" 
Fitzhugh Green examines, in non.technical 
terms, environmental modification from simple 
rainmaking to environmental control and-or 
destruction. 
As the first ball skims the net of Centre Court 
at Wimbledon, a mysterious caller threatens 
that the Queen, and the winner of the tour- 
nament, will be shot. The ransom is the priceless 
Koh-i-Noor diamond kept in the Tower of Lon- 
don. Championship tennis that is "real" and 
suspense that is spine-tingling in a novel "The 
Finalists" by Russell ' Braddon. 
good (Deleted) 
Signed 
Disgusted Mother 
P.S. She was accepted as a 
member last year and she 
isn't exactly a kid - 13 years 
old. She took lessons agaiv 
this year. What a disap. 
pointment! t.  
Build 
Revived? 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) -- 
The Newfie Bullet may once 
again blow and puff her way 
from St. John's to Port aux 
Basques if Tourism Minister 
Jim Morgan has his way. 1 
The possibility of reviving 
the abandoned passenger. 
train service as a tourist 
attraction was the subject of 
a recent meeting between 
local officials and Canadian 
National Railways. 
The CN officials told 
Morgan the onus is on his 
department to show that 
travel by train could be sold 
to tourists. 
Morgan said he thinks the 
Bullet would he a success 
and there is a real possibility 
it may once again operate, 
possibly In time for the 19"/9 
tourist seasor~. 
The idea is to equip the 
Bullet with a number of 
passenger coaches and 
'dining cars, with emphasis 
on Newfoundland foods; 
"'Crime doesn't pay ~ at least not till you get caught and write your memoirs." 
Dear Sir, lines of type. $20,000 a year service the 
We took the Daily Herald If you want people and town never had before. 
on a trial subscription when companies to promote your There are stilldays when the 
you became a daily newspaper please take more computer typesetter go 
newspaper. - time and effort to make it haywire causing scrambled 
Over the past four months more worthy of promotion, type, line drops, mis- 
severalthings have bothered Sincerely spacings and things you 
me concerning your (Mrs. W.) Dorothy Lauze , wouldn't believe. There are 
newspaper. One was the no local servicemen - these 
judging of the Father's Day Eclitor's Comment: have to he brought in by air. 
poems and your refusal to Over the past decade, at By and large, we know the 
rejudga the poem according least three or four separate error count is improving. We 
to the rules which limited persons and companies have are - and this you did not 
each poem to 20 words, l owned and operated the mention - trying to con- 
received absolutely no Terrace newspaper. Not one eentrate equally on the 
cooperation from your staff has found it a content, getting local 
when l telephoned about his. "moneymaker", and, with wr i te rs ,  repor ters ,  
This morning I stumbled the rising cost ef everything " photographers, columnists - 
through page one wondering from labotw to machinery and we heve our eye on much 
just how many errors were and servicing - it has been much more. 
actually on that page. Then difficult to maintain corn- I don't know how many of 
on page 4 1 read the article 
"Eurocan Please Note." l 
am not in anyway connected 
Front P use had 60- oops/ 31 ' _stak¢.s 
weekends ancl other odd 
hem's without pay to oover 
local events, take pictures 
and report to the public as 
has been the practice over 
the years - only to have 
someone come up with a 
mechanical error-count on 
pages Y, Z and even A. 
The point of the Eurooan 
editorial was not to promote 
our paper - we included 
competitive publications. 
Just one thing more. This in 
all honesty. The letter you 
sent was an example of some 
of the finest handwriting this 
editor has ever received. 
And he has seen. a lot of 
letters, congratulatiousl We 
would like to have 
munity spirit necessary to our readers would gladly reproduced it in the original, 
keep it going. Within the last work nights, early mornings, had there been space. 
year, - would you believe -
with Eurocan but I can more than one hundred . _ _  . _ . __ . . . .~  
easily See why "they don't thousand dollars has been 
brag about  our daily poured into it to produce a 
crafts and entertainment, newspaper. ! have taken the daily paper that would se.~..e 
Tours would be taken from time to mark the 3t Kitimat and Terrace. we 
St. John's to points of /typesetting errors which I have been a daily barely a 
historic or other interest, noticed on page one alone, year and a half. The CP wire 
Morgan said the island's This does not include several service, that links our paper Y 
rmrrow-gunge railway, the examples of poor with news around the world . . 
syllabication at the end of up to the minute - alone is a only one still operating in 
Canada, would be a tourist 
drawing card. 
The first passenger train 
crossed the province from 
St. John's to Part aux 
Basques ~beut 80 years ago. 
The for~er Newfoundland 
Railw~y~Mas taken over by 
CN agCo~ederation n 1949. 
In July, 1969, the Bullet 
made its last run along the 
547-mile route and CN 
replaced her with its 
Rondcruiser bus service. To- 
day, 22 CN buses cross the 
province in a daily service 
connecting St. John's with 
the Nova Scotia ferry ter- 
minal in Port aux Basques. 
The buses carry some 200,000 
passengers annually 
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Terraoe riders do welt 
B~_alda Timko Mist, T.&R. Kirsch, 21 B.J. Jr. C. Stock Seat Equitation- Mynette, J. Kenney 
horse owners Bonnie Lass, Hal-Ter 3) Sheila Morrison, 4) Nicale Jr. A English Pleasure - 4) 
returned from the Lakes Morgans, 3) Keer's Golden Kirsch Keer's Mynette, J. Keaney 
District Fail Fair Horse Dawn; J. Olssen, 4) Keer's Sr. Stock Seat Equitation- 6) Jr. B. & C. English Pleasure 
Show a tired but happy Mynette, A. quick, 5) Skeena Mira Morrison - 3) Prince Erin, R. 
bench. The show was well Geisha Girl, T. & Vz. Kitsch. Lead Line Equitation - 2) Morrison, 5) Ironrust 
run and the entries .in the Geldings - 1) Smokey's Sherri Kitsch Runty's Babydoll, S. 
performance classes made Calvanalield, T. & R. Klrsch, Jr. B & C Bareback Morrison 
everyone ride competitively. 2) Ena's Field, Hal-Ter Equitation - 4) Rod Jr. B. & C. BASIC SEAT 
Here are the results from the Morgans Morrison, 5) Shells Morrison Equitation- 4) Rod Morrisen 
weckeud. - Stallions- Triton's Rubaiyat, Jr. A Bareback Equitation - 5) Shella Morrison r 
Halter classes. T. & R. Kirsch 3) Darci Buller Jr. A Basic Seat Equitation - 
Grade Ponies Grand Appaloosa" Geldings - 6) Pleasure Driving 2) 4) Dural Buller 
Champion - 'Juanita' W. Hillcrest Hi Jings, M. Triton's Rubaiyat, T. & R. OpanBasicSsatEqultation- 
Kreigl " Morrlson Kimch 5) Rod Morrison 
RngistoredPonies-Geldinga Grand Champion Morgan Authentic Costume - 2) Rod Family Ride - third pla.ce 
I) 'Ton) llill's Nero', N. Triton'S Rubaiyat Morrison, 4) Sheila Morrlsen went o the Morrison e'anmy 
Kitsch. Reserve Champion Jr. C Western Pleasure - 2) Jr. A, B, C Road Hack - 3) 
2) Algeria's Tim Tam, Sborri Smokey's Calvanafleld IronnmtRusty'sBabydoll, S. Kitl.K-Shan, D. Buller 
Kitsch. Broodmare and Suckling Morrlson Open Show Hack - 6) Prince 
Mares 2) Irenrust Runty's Foal - 9-) Keer's Golden Jr. A Western Pleasure - 3) Erin, R. Morrisen 
Babydoll, Sheila Morrison Dawn, J. Olsson Kiti-k-Shan, D. Buller OpanHandyWorkingHun.tsr 
Reserve Champion Reg. Produ~ of Dam - 1) Sr. Western Pleasure- 6) .3)PrinceErin, R.Morrmon 
Pony - 'Tore Hill's Nero' Carroll's Sal, T. & R. Kirsch, Hillcrest Hi Jinks, M. Preliminary Jumper - 5) 
Nicele Kirsch 2) Beats, W. Kreigl Morrlson Prince Erin, R. Morrison 
Non-Specified Breed Get of Sire - lst and 2nd Place Jr. A, B, & C Absolute 
Geldings-1)PrinceErin, R. wonbySmokeyfleld, A.Beck BegirmerWestemPteasure- This coming friday, 
Mccdson PeeWee Showmanship - 2) 2) Prince Erin, R. Morrison, Saturday and Sunny will 
• Non-Specified Reserve SherriKirsoh - 3) Keer's Mynntte, J. findmouthersepeapleatthe 
Champion .Prince Erin Jr. C Showmanship - 2) Kenney, 5)lrom'ust Rnsty's Bulkley Valley Fall :Fair 
Shells Morrisen, 3) Nicole Bobydoll, S. Morrisen Horse Show. Everyone has a 
Morgses Kirsch Jr. B. & C. Trail horse 3) super time there, saco.me n~ 
Foals- 1) Scimnek, J. Olsson Jr. B Showmanship - 4) Red Prince Erin, R. Morrlson out, take in the Fall ea~r an 
- 1) Kear's Skeene Morrison Jr. A Trail Horse - 6) Keer's cheer on the Terrace riders. 
Spiflb man to beat 
161 enter in 0an. Am. 6elf 0hamp. 
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4th plaoe finish .for Mr. Mikes 
% 
• • " ' ~'ii ,' .... 
* f 
For the first time in tha 
history of Ladies Softball in 
Terrace, the Terrace Mr. 
Mike's team participated in
the B.C. Provincial 'C' 
Tournament, held in 
Aldergrove on the 19th & 20th 
of August. 
Mr. Mike's put in a solid 
effort winning two and losing 
two and thereby placing 
fourth in the tournament. 
Other teams participating 
were: MacDonald's Fur- 
nitare of Victoria; Princeton 
Hotel of Vancouver; M & R 
Sports of Port Csquillam; 
Bradner; Lulgi's of Kelownn 
• A~AL-SUR-LE-LAC, Qne. following Thursctay's'~cond former club pro Jules year as part of a two-man 
(CP) -- A field of 161, in- round on the par 36-36--72, HCUOT AND Peter T amp- team sent to international 
matches at Bogota, eluding 30 foreign entrants, 6,521-yard layout, son of Australia. 
will set out tday in search of Of the 30 foreign entrants, •FAMOUS SON Colombia. . 
the Canadian amatour golf ~6 are fren the United States, AmongtheUS entrantsis The defending champion 
championship at this while four are from Mexico. Nathaniel Crosby, Son of the placed second in this year's 
historic, picturesque and Mexican Caloul)eleazfailed late Bing Crosby. The Ontario amateur, where he 
sometimes trying course tosurviveaqunlifyingroond sounger Crosbs just lost in a playeff to fellow 
situated just west of Man- Tuesday, 10ut Dave De Sanos managed to qualify with a 76 Willingdon Cup member 
treal, of Tucson, Ariz, not only Tuesday, the cut-off score Gary Cowan of Kitehener. 
The interprovincial team qualified, but carded a for the pre.tournament Other members of the 
matches for the Willingdon conrse-equalling record 66 qualifying round, defending Ontario team are 
Cup will be played in con- for amateurs., . Two : other Americans, ~veteran Nick Weslock of 
.Jun~tim .wi~ the amateur. ~- The-r~e~¢rd,~|flDe ' Sahibs ~ GrGgB.iJ0nes f Coloradol Miisissaugua and Brent 
~)The~',~(~'~~Utle..wlll be :"/;0u~d., is .~'kn~,. Iddriatioh,.": Sp~i~;~ic010,, andr.Pa~.l ~Ut  0fHamtolutO;b~c 
,-;~de~d~l-::eff tlie"--hanis of could Well be shattered Marclmnd Of FKRANIa,m, however, q 
sooreaproduced by he four- durinr the tournament, ji Ind., had excellent three- 'representation should he " including that of vice- 
man teams from each was held previously by local under-par 69s. strong, with many of the top president and general 
province duringthe f i rst~o golfers llerre Archambault, But one of the men to boat amateurs familiar with manager Sam Pollock. 
rounds of tbe 7~--laote Dave Moon and Guy this year is defending layout. It is everdangeroas But Morgan McCammon, 
coninition. Rolland. The professional champion Rod Spittle of Arehamhauit's home course, president of the brewery, 
The field will be cut to the record for the course is 65, Niagara Falls, Ont. Spittle The 34-yuar-old dentist from said after announcing the 
low 70 golfers and ties held by ashy, inc udinr won the titlelastyearat the La~,ai is a member of the 
Hamilton Golf and Country provincial team, along wi~ balk 
Club at Ancastor, Ont., by Yves Tremblay, 20, of Sore!, 0wD~r~ Boggs retains two shots over the then de- GordHanna,31,ofMontreal, fending champion Jim and Jim Duff, 18, of Chat- at laps  t~ks  
Nelford of Burnaby, B.C., eanguay. Tromblas won the 
since turned professional. Quebec Amateur this year. diving title Tremblay 's  victory NEW YORK(AP)--Lee Spittle is also a member of 
the Ontario team in the in- 
terprovincia/ matches. 
His final point total was  Spittle has been a member 
Phil Bngga of the United 913.95, compared wih 873.33 andcaptain ofthe OhioState 
for FaPk Hoffman of East University golf team for the 
Germany and 845.51 for last two years and 
Franco Cagnotto f Italy. represented Canada last 
Tow Canadians, Scott 
Cranham, 33, and David 
Snively, both from Points 
Claire, que., failed to make 
the top eight divers who 
advanced to Tuesday's final 
round. 
Craoham, now a student at 
the University of Texas, fin. 
lshed ninth, while nively, 
appearing in is first world 
championship, was 22nd. 
Bogga, a law student at the 
University of Michigan, said 
he plans to stay wi~ com- 
petitlve diving until at ]east 
the 1980 Olympics. 
'Tve got one yar of law 
school eft and after that, I 
plan to devote ny full time to 
preparing for Moscow," he 
said. 
marked the fifth time in a 
row that a University of 
jicndtann player won t e title. 
Robbie Jackson, another 
Bloomington student, was 
the winner in 1974, 1975 and 
1976. 
IIFL rosters out to §0 
By THE ' ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
National Football League 
clubs sliced their rosters to 
50 players Tuesday with a 
few more familiar names 
drop.p ,ed_,_ to accommodate the 
league s next to last cut- 
down. ' 
Philadelphia dropped 
special teams player Vinos 
Papule, who became the 
oldest rookie in NFL history 
when he made the Eagles' 
roster at the age of 30 two 
years ago. Buffalo cut line 
backer Bo Cornell and New 
York Giants dropped safety 
Jim Stienke, both starters 
for their respective dubs 
last season. 
San Diego Chargers dealt 
a future draft choice for 
safety Glen Edwards, an 
eight year veteran who was 
Pittsburgh's most valuable 
player in 1974. 
Besides Cornell, who 
started his NFL career with 
Cleveland in 1971, the Bills 
dropped backup quarterback 
Ken Johnson, who was 
squeezed out by the 
acquisition of Bill Munson 
from San Diego, and rookie 
strong safety John' 
Stoudamaier. 
Stienke, a five year 
regular, lost his job in 
training camp to Ernle Jones 
and was one of 10 players cut 
by the Giants.The group also 
included four other veterans, 
defensive end AI Burton, 
tight end Boyd Brown, 
running back Harold Hart 
and tackle Mike Gibbons. 
LONGI,EY GONE 
Former Canadian Football 
League quarterbacks Clint 
Langley and Mark Jackson 
were among nine players 
and Yellowhead Inn of 
Prince George. 
In their first game on 
Saturday, Mr. Mike's played 
the host Bradner team losing 
a close 3-2 decision. Gene 
McKeand was the losing 
pitcher with Linda Juba 
coming in to relieve in the 
fifth inning. 
Playing in the loser's ide 
of the tournament on 
Saturday, Mr. Mike's met M 
& R Sports of Port Coquitlam 
and won with a score of 2-1. 
Moe Nichelson drove in the 
winning run with a single in 
the sixth inning. Linda Juba 
was the winning pitcher. 
UCLA, and Ray Eppes: 
drafted in the eighth round 
from Clemson. 
Secedrlck Mclntyre, a 
second year _r~n, ing back 
who b Auburn s all time 
leading rusher, was am~g 
the players dropped by 
Atlanta Falcons. Also cut 
were running hack D ave 
Farmer from• Southern 
California, who was on in- 
jured reserve last year, 
rookie linebacker Darts 
Butler, a 12th round draft 
choice from Oklahoma State, 
and linebecker Andy Spiva, 
placed on iJured reserve with 
a knee injury. 
Kansas City placed two 
players, guard Darms 
Helton and safety Ricky 
Davis, on injured reserve, 
and waived seven others 
including fourth year wide 
receiver Charlie Wade. 
Denver's cuts Included l!ne 
backers John Huddleston 
and Ran Smith. 
Cincinnati dropped seven 
players including veteran 
linebecker Ray Phillips. 
Chicago Bears waived 
wide receiver Steve Rivera 
and three other players to 
reach the 50 man limit. 
WEST BERLIN (CP) - -  
S ta tes  outperformed a 
talented field Tuesdas to 
retain the world springboard 
diving championship he has 
bold since 1973. 
Bngga, 28, a former U.S. 
arms officer, won the world 
ohampinship n 1973 and 1975 
andwas gold medallist at the 
1978 Olympics. 
He came to the world 
aquatic championships 
having brely qualified a the 
U.S. trials. 
But from the start of 
preliminaries Monday, he 
was clearly the crees ot me 
competition, putting in his 
dives from the low board 
with crispness and con- 
sistency, 
Fishing 
report 
Fishing Report 
By Don Pearson, 
Custom Sorts 
Low tide at 11:15 a.m., of 
4.5 feet, high tide at 5:45 p.m. 
of 14.8 feet. 
Douglas Channel fishing 
was good yesterday with 14 
good sized fish coming into 
the marina; a. mixture o~ 
Spring salmon and Cuba. 
The first of the Pink 
salmon are starting up the 
river now. 
~o~ab fishing was quite 
with most.people who 
ed catching mem getting 
good sized ones. 
The fish see to be deep, 
somewhere in the neigh- 
borhend of So to 70 feet. 
When fishing for Coho, fish 
quite fast and in order to 
keep your flasher from 
rotating, take some of the 
d the hook end of the flasher. 
This will enable yon to troll 
faster without the flasher 
rotating. 
After defeating M & R 
Sports, Mr. Mike's played 
Luigi's of Kelowna, 
defeating them 5-1 in their 
best effort of the tour- 
uament. Superb pitching by 
IAnda Juba and excellent 
fielding by the team won the 
game. 
Yeilowhead Inn of Prince 
George downed them 4-O, in 
Mr. Mike's final game on 
Sunday and thereby 
knocking them out of the 
tournament. 
Winner of the tournament 
was MacDonald's Furniture 
of Victoria who defeated 
Princeton Hotel of Van- 
Fourth St. 
water polo 
defeat 
WEST BERLIN (CP) -- 
Cuba hammered Canada 8-3 
Tuesday to leave the 
Canadians winless in four 
water polo starts at the 
world aquatic cham- 
pionships. 
George Gross of Tornta, 
with two goals, and 
Dominique Dinn of Ottawa 
"scored for the Canadians, 
who fell behind 4-0 in the first 
haft before Gross scored his 
, first goal. 
After losing to the Soviet 
Union and Australia last 
weekend, Canada was 
relegated to the B division in 
the tournament and can't 
finish highr t an ninth. 
Jcuba is one of the teams 
Canada will haee to heatnext 
year at the Pan-Abt games in 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, to 
qualify for the 1080 Olympics 
in Moscow. 
couver in a close 1.0 game. 
Princeton Hotel placed 
second with Yellowhead Inn 
placing third. 
In all Terrace can be proud 
of the team that represented 
their zone in the 'C' 
Provincials. Team members 
are: Linda Juba, Mary Ann 
MArtens, Leigh Broadbent; 
Penni anderson, Moe 
Nicholson, Patti Harris, 
Diane Lavoie, Gene 
McKeand, Berni Patterson, 
Leri Hainstock, BOy Baker 
and Roxy - Vandermeullen. 
The team's coaches, are 
Randy MacDonald and Fred 
Martens. 
Pollook to remain Habs GM 
MONTREAL (CP) - When sale "We have have no "Until the sale is com- the last few seasons to 
the Montreal-hasad Molson presentintentionofchanging oleted, I'm not thinking of llghtsnthe Montreal general. 
BreweriasofCaneda td.,an- management." . ~mything," Pollock said. manager's workload. 
neunced the purchase of "Resignation, anything ..." 
Montreal Canadians of the Despite this strong He declined further 
National Hockey League statement, there were comment. ' a lMm amsA 
Aug. 4. there was immedlato reports at that time that BOUGHT OUT, :~ .~.,~ ' ....... VI I~. .~, r ' | 'V .  ~:'~: 
speculation as to the future ,Pollock would.resign. Pal . . . .  Purchase of tile NHh club " ~A. .~.  "' • 
of key front-office personnel lock denied the reports when by the drewery was attained . . . .  ~u j~ ' • 
the question arose during the by obtaining all the shares of (mr annum return) 
news conference and during Club de Hockey Canedien 
MacPhail and Chub Feeney, 
respective presidents of the 
American and National 
leagues, sent a joint 
telegram 'tuesday to 
Philadelphia lawyer Richard 
Phillips,' refusing to .reopen 
negotiations on a contract 
for baseball umpires. 
Phillips, who represents 
the Umpires Association, 
had threatened a strike by 
the 52 major league umpires 
unless the two leagues agree 
to their demands for ira- 
proved benefits and working 
conditions. He also filed a 
suit with the National Labor 
dropped by St. Louis. 
Langley appeared briefly 
with the CFL Toronto 
Argonauts and Jackson with 
Montreal Alouettas. 
Green Bay had five 
veterans among its 10 cuts. Relations Board on Monday, 
Included were tackle Dick charging the two leagues 
Hines, an 11 year pro and the with unfair labor practices. 
Packers' offensive captain, The umpires currently are 
defensive end Clarence in the first year of an 
Williams, linebacker Tom agreement signed last 
Toner and Guard Dennis wiaterwhichcarriesthrongh 
IInvig. . to the 1981 season'. MacPhall 
New York Jets cuts in- and Fneney cited that 
cluded two roakl defensive agreement in their response 
hacks, Levi Armstrong, a to Phifiilm's telegram of last 
seventh round draft from week which listed the um- 
pirea's demands. 
Both league presidents left 
the door upon' to future 
conversations' with the 
umpires group. 
Members of the Umpires 
Association's executive 
board were scheduled to, 
confer by telephone Tuesday 
and Wednesday to decide on 
strike action which Phillips 
had said could come by 
week's end. 
The attorney said the 
current umpire demands 
cover items not included in 
their contract and that they 
could be discussed because 
of clauses in the agreement 
which permit reopening 
nsgotlaUons, r ,  
Among the demands are 
the inclusion of thlree one- 
week vacations dUring the 
eight-month maJ0~" league 
season, job security after 
three years of experience for 
those umpires maintaining a 
90 per.cent performance 
rating, cost of living iw 
creases, increased insurance 
and disability benefits, paid 
travel expenses, and extra 
tP~h y for all work in excess of 
e 162 regular season 
games. 
the days immediately Inc. for $20 million from 
follwing the news of the sale. parent company Carena- 
He was still denying them Bancorp Inc., in turn con- 
Tuesday. , trolled by Edward and Peter 
Earlier this week the Bronfman. 
reports of Pollock's ira- Pollock said that he paper 
pend ing res ignat ion  work will not be completed 
resurfaced in reports until Sept. 1. 
broadcast invarious parts of It is generally known that 
the country. Pollock would appreciate a 
And Pollock, currently, lightening of the tremendous 
considered the shrewdest work load he currently 
general manager in hock. ey, carries. AI 'MacNeil, fi~t 
said Tuesday he has seen coach and then general 
deluged with calls about his manager of Nova S.catla 
future plans, "bet the an- Voyageurs of the Amertcan 
ower always remains the Hockey League, has been 
same." working with Pollock during 
~t~al Estate 
.'.~ve~tmout 
secured ~y residential 
income property 15,0e0 
minimum investment. 
We will be visiting your 
city to arrange an ap- 
paintmeat. Call: Sam 
AIIman - 112-87~.  
GREEN ACRES 
REALTY LTD. 
rues down? • 
/] 
°r ";;_°':'-, ,2E" 
adveet..~l~ eOuns,~j_ ~,Perien 
,o, yo.. 
Se/ tTim4 r 
#cRAte j 
Phone 635-6357 
and ask for Kieth 
.j 
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AIs over Lions in squeaker 
MONTREAL (CP)  - -  Mon- 
treal Alouettes of the 
Eastern Conference hung on 
to defeat British Columbia 
Liras ef the Western Con- 
ference 30-26 in an in- 
terlocking Canadian Foot- 
ball League game on 
Tuesday night. 
Q~erback  Joe Barnes 
threw touchdown passes to 
Ken Starch and Peter Daila 
Riva while Jim Burrow 
intercepied a B.C. pass for 
enother, Don Sweet kicked 
three field goals and con- 
vetted the three Montreal 
touchdowns. 
Jerry Ta~e threw to Jim 
Young for one British 
The victory was the llth 
for Montreal against six 
losses and one tie with 
British Columbia since in- 
torlochin8 regular-season 
~,llley began in 1961. 
Alosettea got some yard pass to John O'Leary 
help from the referee'with a tbat left tho ball on thelt. On 
pass interference call the next play, Barnes tossed 
against the Lions in the toSt~handaftorthoSwest 
dyingminutos of the game, convert, Montrealwas ahead 
to the delight of the Olympic 14.0 with the game only 4:~6 
Stadium's 65,312 fans. old. 
The Alouettos jumped on The l ions moved to within 
the l ions on the first play a touchdown ofthe Alonettos 
• fromsorimmsgeafterSwect at 10:06 of the first quarter 
sent the game-opening when Young took a 44.yard 
kickoff to the B.C. four-yard pass..from Tagge for a 
line with Leon Bright major. Young, who left from 
returning it to the eight, the wide receiver's position 
On the opening play, Jerry on the right aide of the line, 
Tagge faded to his goal line cut dingonaily and took the 
and lofted a pass toward A! passin the middle f the field 
Charuk at the 15. Just before end ran straight in with Pus- 
the hail got to the B.C. saalia adding a point on a 
r~ceiver, defensive-back successful convert attom~ 
Burrow of the Ala snatched . British Columbia add 
the pass out of the air and another three points in the 
crossed the goal line unmo- first quarter when Passnglia 
lested.Thescoreeameatthe was successful on a field- 
• 9-secend mark. goal try from the 16 at 14:30. 
Sweet converted and The defending Grey Cup 
kicked off again but, after champions drew first blood 
Columbia touchdown ,)bile the LeGs made one first in the second quarter when a 
Harry Holt and Larry Key down, the Ais dofence forced Montreal scoring drive 
ran for the others. Lou Bt'itish Columbia into a fizzledandSweetldckedhis 
Passaglia kicked one field punting situation at the first field real of the game at 
goal, three singles and Montreal 51. 4:24 from the 41-yard line. 
cunvertod two of the majors. BLOCKS KICK Paasa~lia punted a53-yard 
Jerry Friesen blocked the s i~e  for British Columbia 
attemptodpnatbyPnasa~lia at 12:41 as l~ndy Rhino 
and Ty Morris recovered for drol~M to one knee to 
Montreal on the Lions' 36. con~,  nine yards behind 
On the first play from is goal line. 
scrinunagebarnes ecnta 35- Barnes threw his second 
touchdown pass of the game 
in the final minute of the first 
haft as Dalia Riva dove 
across the goal line to take a 
22-yard tees. The touchdown 
was the first of the season mr 
the veteran tight end, who 
bad not played since the first 
game of the season a~ainst 
Ottawa Rough Riders when 
he broke his left hand. 
ADDS TO LEAD 
Sweet converted and the 
AIS went o the dressing rein 
with a 24-11 balflime lend. 
~ONTR~ (CP) .-" CFL 
T~esday n~0~d: 
~ Y  
,Firm Gmrm' 
NdI--TD Burrow 14 pass In- 
tercepfl~ (S~eet convert) :~ 
/WI~TD'StMch 11 pass  f rom 
.O~nes (Sweet cmv~z 4:26 
B.C.--TD Young 44 Ides froth 
TagOe (PassaoIla convert) 10:0e 
&C.~ POSMOIIa 16 14:30 
Smed Q~mr 
' NM- - -FG ~ 41 4:24 ' 
B.C.--$1nole ' PasMoIle 53 
12 :41  
ANI--TD Dalla Rlva 22 pass 
from 6ames (Sweet craver,) 
M:24 
11Wd GmXr 
B.C.--Single PaSSaglla 52 4:27 
B.C.~TD Key I run (passaglla 
convert) 10:21 
Fourth QuMtm' 
~G Sweet 16 7:00 . 
B.C.--TD Holt 9 run (two. 
~ f&led) 11:~ 
B.C.~l~te P~l l s  71 
11:45 
Ndi,-FG ~vee~ 11 13:22 
8dtlsh CoJumbll IS 1 l 
I~rool  14 10 o 
~ :  ~,313 
By THE CAN~IA~_~SS 
Winni~e~ Blue uomnsro 
end Hamilton Tiger-Cats are 
both depending on improved 
wPwPwPwheYn from their linemen 
they go lookin~ for 
revenge in Canadian 
Football League 
tunight. 
The Bonlhers, seeking to 
avon~e a 29-~8 loss to Ed- 
monton earlier this year, 
need abig performance from 
their offensive line when 
they visit the Eskimos in a 
Western Conference match. 
In Hamilton, the Ticais are 
lost,rig for a bigger con- 
tribution from their 
defensive front when they 
play host to Ottawa Ro.ngh 
Riders who won 33-6 when 
Hamilton visited Ottawa last 
week. 
defensive line built by coach 
Ray Jauch who has since 
cl~anged sides and now 
Ti-Oats, Bombers seek revenge 
coaches Winnipeg. linehackers. If that doesn't 
"COOCh Jauch-created a work, then we have to get 
monster while he was over new people." 
there," said Winnipeg of- While Payne didn't name 
funsive tackle Butch Nor- any candidates for 
man. replacement, defensive nds 
"Thutfrentfourofthelrsis Mike Samples and Angelo 
action really well.synchronized Wells appeak" to be the ones 
They gave,s awhipping last under the gun. Both have had 
time. I see the Eskimos as injury problems and have 
the top team right now but failed to provide an effective 
we got to beat 'era ~to get pa~..rush. 
where we're going." 
The Eskimos lead the "'We've got pretty good 
Aestorn Conference with a 4- Canadian personnel to play 
the inside positions in Gary I record while the Bobmhers Robinson, AlanMoffa.t,Marv 
are 2-3. 
PLANS CHANGES Allemang and Bruce 
Coach John Payne, who re- . Holland," said Payne, Who is Zambissi. 
• placed Tom Dimotroff as tryin~ to rally the Ticats 
Ticats coach before last from a 1.4 start. 
week's loss in Ottawa, plans The Riders, Eastern 
some changes for his Conferencaleaderswitha4-1 
defence, mark, wW see snore changes 
TheBombere face a strong "We'll change our syle a in the Hamilton effence for 
bit, give them better this game, scheduled for an 8 
blocking angles and blitz p.m.EDT kickoff. Returning 
differently w i th  our from the injury list ia all~tar 
U.S. swimmers dominate meet 
BERLIN AP) -- Cynthia 
Wcodhead, Jesse Vassallo 
and the United States men's 
400-metre freestyle relay 
team set world records 
Tuesday as Americans 
continued to dominate 
competition at the world 
swimming championships. 
Yulia Bngdanova of. the 
Soviet Unico added a fourth 
world record, beating U.S. 
star Tracy Caulkins in the 
women's 100-metre 
breaststroke. 
Woodhead was timed in 
one miunte'59.53 seconds in 
capturing the women's 
metre freestyle. She edge~ 
previous world record holder 
Barbara Krause of East 
Germany, who finished in 
1:59.78. Larissa Tsareva of 
the Soviet Union, who mers, was leading for much 
finished in 4:22.28, also of the race but was over- 
ahead of th~ record Vassailo 
set earlier this month of 
4:23.39. 
Andres Har~itay of 
Hungary was third in 4: 37.04. 
Bill Sawchuk of Thunder 
Bay, Ont., finished eighth in 
4:83.25. 
BROKE OWN RECORD 
The relay team of Jack 
Babashoff, Ambrose Gaines, 
James Montgomery and 
David McCng sot a world 
record of 3:19.74, shotterin~ 
the mark of 3:21.11 set last 
year by another U.S. team. 
West Germany finished 
second in 3:25.65, followed by 
Sweden in 3:26.95 and 
jcenada 3:27.14. 
taken on the last lap. 
Margaret Kelly of Britain, 
who was first in the qua 
ifyii~g, won the bronze 
medal. 
Linda Jezek' of the U.S. 
won the women's 100-metre 
backstroke with a time of 
1:02.55. Ulrike Richter of 
East Germany holds the 
world record of t :01.51, set in 
1976. 
Brigit Treiber of East Ger- 
many was second in ½03.18 
and Cheryl Gibson of Ed- 
monton third in 1:03.43. 
Gibson provided the 
Canadian team with its 
second medal of the meet. 
On Sunday, Edmonton s
Graham Smith won a silver. 
the Soviet Union was third in Bogdanova won the 100- After 10 swimming finals, 
2:01.76. Nancy Garnpick of metre breaststroke with a the U.S. has eight gold 
Halifax and Gall Amundrud world record time of 1:10.31. medals and four world 
ef Vancouver finished sev- Canlkins finished second in records. 
enth and eighth, both timed 1:10.7/, also under the world Earlier Tuesday, law 
in 2:04.14. record of 1:10.86 set at the 
Vassallo shattered his own 1976 Montreal Olympics by 
world record in winning the llannelore Anke of East 
400-metre men's individual Germany. 
medley with a time 4:Z0.05. Cauikins, at 15 one of the 
He beat Sergei Fcsanko of' youngest world class swim- 
B,0,, 0st, set paoe 
ItAt, IFAX (CP) -- Ontario in seventh-round singles 
moved into a first.place tie ~amos, Ontario beat New 
with British Columbia after runswick 21-15, Manitoba 
the seventh round of the dawned Saskatchewan 21-13, 
Canadian lawn bowling Quebec edged P.E.I. 21-17 
championships today, and Nova Scotia downed 
Alberta 21-9. B.C. had the 
Nova Scotia, six points bye, 
behind the leader after t e In pairs' competition, 
sixth round Monday. night; OntariodumpedP.E.l.~-It, 
moved closer to the top ana B.C. defeated Manitoba 22- 
trailed by only three points 14, Saskatchewan bombed 
when seventh.round action New Brunswick 34-4 and 
was coniletod. Nova Scotia and Quebec 
Quebec gained ground in fought to a 13-13 deadlock. 
the field as well with 9 points, Alberta had the bye. 
movina to fourth spot from In the fours' event, Quebec 
seventh, while Saskat- upset Ontario ~.11, Nova 
chowan had 17, PKRINCE Scotia whippen ~asaat- 
Edward Island 15, Manitoba chewan 24-13, Alberta edged 
~ , ,d N,~w New Brunswick 17-13 and 
student Phil. Bogas won his 
third straight world 
championship in men's 
three-metre springboard 
diving. 
The ~8-year-old former Air 
Force officer from Ann 
Arbor, Mich., rolled up 913.95 
points to 873.33 for East 
German Falk Hoffmann. 
Brunswick I0. 
running back Jimmy Ed- 
wards, joined by fullback 
Nell Lumsden, a newcomer 
from Toronto Argonauts. 
Other new faces in the , 
Ticats camp include three 
Canadians on five-day 
,risk--defensive back Ron 
Woodward, wide receiver 
Rob Riley and qu~rierback- 
paner Bob Cameron. 
TWO RELEASED 
Payne also released im- 
A~rt running back Vines 
en and defensive back 
Tom Mil ls  and activated 
defensive back Zae Hen- 
derson and iincbacker Ben 
Meanwhile, Ottawa has 
activated cornerback Mark 
Mitchell from the injury list 
in fine to replace safety 
Larry Cates who suffered a
separated shoulder on the 
weekend. 
Also returning to the 
Riders lineup is veteran 
guard Cbarlies Brandon 
while Mark Perrelli, 
acquired from Calgary 
Stampeders, has been cut. 
In Edmonton, where 
tenight's?:30 p,m. 8ameis to 
be televised on the CTV 
western network, the 
Eskimos were awaitinr 
~ficial word that wide re- 
ceiver Brian Fryer had 
cleared waivers in the 
National Football Learns 
after Washington Redskins 
released the Edmonton 
player on Monday. 
Fryer, 25, who played four 
games with Washingtan in 
1976, missed aU of last 
season because of knee in- 
juries. 
St. Louis 
skin Walton 
ST. LOUIS. (AP) -- .% 
Louis Blues said Tuesday 
they have signed centre 
Mike Waken for the 1978-7~ 
National Hockey League 
seasoo. 
Emile Francis, the clubs 
president and general 
manager, said he expects 
Walton, who led Vancouver 
Canuckn in powerplay goals 
last season, to be a key man 
on the Blue's power play this 
season. Walton, who was 
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THE 0LASSIFIE9 OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the eeRecyeler of Unwants," the elassified de-  
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased Gioraio Canotto of Italy, a acquired by the Blues on 
once-retired Olympian who June 12, was the leading 
has returned to world corn- scorer for the Canucks last 
petition at age 31, took the season with 29 goals and 37 with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
bronze medal, assists. 
' " results happen v. 
- " FOR PRIVATII USE OR MUSINIIB l 
AUTOVEST l 
Before you buy, InveMIgate the advantiqles of this ..r~_ t" I 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase, wlW l 
tile up your rash er borrowing power, I~  nod told l 
months rent and drive away. I 
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Based on 35 month lease I 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
sot rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, enclto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold'" 
Instructions not picked up 
within lOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to' send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
SKEENACENTRE Wanted  respons ib le  
Skeena District Girl Guides Skeena Centre offers to the ,,, ,,~ 
would like 1o announce the Senior • Citizens of the caret.-* . . . . .  ' home 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per area. Girlsbetweentheeges 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 of 14 and 18 who are in. 
cents per word. terested please call 635.3061 
3 er more consecutive in- or 638.1269 (ctf) 
sertlens Sl.SO per insertion. 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
REFUNDS: be sponsoring a bus tr ip for 
First insertion charged for  those people wishing to at- 
whether run or not. tend the Smlthers Bulkley 
Absolutely no refunds after Valley Fall Fair. 
ad has been set. The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
CORRECTIONS: a.m. on Aug. 261h & return 
Must be made before 2nd from Smithers fairgrounds 
opening of a Land Ranger Terrace and Thornhill area 
Company In the Thornhlll the following services - 
Insertion. . at 6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Allowance can be made for Price - S12.00 return 
only one incorrect ad. $8.00 return, special rate for 
senior citizens 
BOX NUMBJERS:  Non,refundable tickets. 
75 cents pick up. For more information and.or 
$1.25 mailed, tickets please phone 635.2494 
or 635-7019. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon De You Feel You Have 
request.. ~ , '.A Drinking Problem? 
There is help 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for co/npanlonship 
& coffee, ' ' 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenaview Lodge 
635-2265 
Terrace Five Pin Bowling 
Association Antlual Fall 
Meeting, Sunday Sunday 
September 10, Elks Hall, 
8:00 p.m. 
WAT E R ACT 
Sac[Ion 20 
F ILE  NO.  0177742 
Conditional Water Llcence 
20229, Spring Creek, 
authorizes the diversion and 
use of 10 acre feet per annum publication. . ~r 
It is agreed byl;the ad. 
vertlser requesting space NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
' RATE:  
that • the liability of the / 22 cents per agate line. 
Herald in the event of fai lure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appeerlnB In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shal be limited to the 
amou'Qt paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
to ~,v,. .';o~e 
park In ", ~. _=,sp~ce 
rent & commission..~'ohtact 
F.L. Janauer 638.8233 after 7 
p.m. (p10-5) 
Babysitter wanted for month " 
of Sept., 18 month old girl. 
$10.00 per day 8:30.4:00. NO ~" 
SMOKERS PLEASE. Phone 
638.1520. (p3.18) 
Experienced dicta.typist 
required Immediately by  
Federa l  Bus ihess  
Development Bank. Shor- 
thand desirable'but not a 
necessity. Excellent staff 
benefits. Salary com- 
mensurate  w i th  
qualifications and ex. 
patience. For applications 
telephone Mr. Cousins at 635- 
4951. [c3-18) 
A qualified pre.School 
teacher is required for the 
Terrace Child Development 
APPRAISERS 
are required by the B.C. 
Assessment Authority for its 
Northwest Area Assessment 
Office located In Terrace. 
Duties include: under 
minimal supervision, per- 
forming moderately com- 
plex resldentlel, commercial 
and l ight Industrial ap- 
praisals; abi l i ty to co- 
ordinate and be responsible 
for specific mass appraisal 
projects; preparation of land 
va luat ion  schedu les ;  
researching, developing and 
malntalning current price 
castings as a supplement o 
existing cost valuation 
manuals; field work and 
travel as. required; other 
related dutle~ as assigned. 
Applicants wil l  possess 
secondary  schoo l  
graduat ion ;  successful 
completion of appraisal 
courses 1 and 2 leading to 
accreditation (A.A.C.I. or 
R.I.(B.C.)) Diploma or 
Availablel 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
Minimum charge $8.00 per ANONYMOUS 
insertion. Meetings: 
Mon.:  8:30 p.m. United 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND Church 
TRANSIENT AD-  Thurs. er Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
VERTISING' • Memorial Hospital. 
$3.60 per column inch. Sun. Breakfast Meeling. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. Skeena Health Unit ' 
On a 4 month basis only. 3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
D EADLIN E 635-6307 
The following are a few of 
DISPLAY: the services offered locally 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to, by your Health Unit Staff: 
publlcetlon day. ' CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
CLASSIFIED: • Held weekly at the Health 
1:00 p.m. day prior to Unit every Tuesday from 
publication day. 1: 30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
ALL  CLASSl;=IED CASH - Held at Thornhill 
WITH ORDER other tMn Recreation Centre on the 
BUSINESSES WITH AN fourth Friday of every 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. month from 1:30 • 3:30 p.m. 
correct Insertion" for 'the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by .the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
a~d that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements, must 
comply with the Brrtlsh 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad-  
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, re!iglon, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
'or place of orlgln, or because 
'his age is between 44 and 65 
of water and 1,0~. gallons a 
day of water for' irrigation 
and domestic (stock 
watering) purpose for use on 
District Lot 982, Range 5, 
Coast District. 
This Ilcence has become 
subject to cancellation for 
failure by the licensee for 
three, successive years to 
make beneficial use of the 
water for the purpose and in 
the manner authorized under 
the Ilcence. 
Notice is hereby given that 
unless cause to the contrary 
Is shown within 60 days of the 
date of the fourth publication 
of the notice the said Ilcence 
will be cancelled. 
H.D.DeBeck 
,Comptroller Of Water Rights 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
This'is the 2nd Publication. 
(c1-16) 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady pad. 
tlme, leadln~ to full.time. 
Starting $4.00 per hr. Only 
conclencous, 
reliable person with ex- 
perience & ref. nee~ apply. 
Write Box 1192, Terrace 
Earn. 2 hours a day - $200 
a month commission plus 
For details write 
Fuller. Brush, Box 108, 207 
West He'stings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
years, unless the condltlen is Please phone for an ap- 
Justified by a bona fide Service charge of $$.00 on all polntment. 
requlrement~fol,.-=~he..wor~,~,~l~.j~]p~.~le~.~!~ !. :', . Babysltter,~ wh(  
~t~i~t '~ IU~'~' 'DESCRIP ' '  ' ti n ' 
TIONS mumza o ABLE ELECTRIC'LTD. 
Sterling Publishers Ltd. : . . . . . . .  " . . ' .~  No charge provided news AUUL/ ~.Ll~'~.: Eledrlcal and Refrigeration 
Published at Terrace submltted within one month. These are held at the Health contract. 
B.C. 5 days a week ss.oo production charge for Unit on Monday, Wed- House wiring. 
wedding and-orengagement nesday, and Friday from 635.5876 ' 
pictures. News of weddings 3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap. (ctf) 
Mondayto Friday, mornings (write-ups) received one pelntment only. 
month or more after event PRENATAL CLASSES RUPERT 
PUBLISHER $1o.00 charge, with or Classes are held throughout SALVAGE LTD. 
Laurie Mallett without picture. Sublect to' the year at intervals for We buy copper, brass all 
condensation. Payable In expectant parents. Phone metals and batteries. 
SUBSCRIPTION advance. 1he Health Unit for details Location - Seal Cove 
and registration. Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
RATES HOME NURSING CARE Phone 624-5639 
Effective October 1,, Nursing care In the home for 
1977 those who need it on referral THE HOBBY HUT. 
' CLASS IF IED AN-  from their family doctor. Ceramic .supplies and 
SingleCopy 20c NOUNCEMENTS: Terrace area only. Greenware, air brushing 
HEALTH PARADE available - custom fIHng. 
By Carrier mth 3.00 Births 5.50 For4yearoldchildren. Held 3936McNeil St. 
By Carrier year36.00 Engagements 5.50 on third Monday of every 635.9393 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 . Marriages 5.50 month. Developmental, 
By Mail. 6 mth22.00 ' Deaths 5.50 vision, hearing screening GEMINI EXCAVATING 
Funerals 5.50 done. Please phone for LTD. 
By Mai l  year  40.00 Cards of Thanks 5.50 appointment. (Wes Andrews) 
Senior Citizen year Memorial hlotices 5.50 PRENATAL BREATHING Backhoe Work 
20.00 & RELAXING EXERCISES Hourly & Contract 
British Commonwealth and PHONE 635.6357 Held every Monday at. ' 635.3479anytime 
United States of America 1 Claeslfied Advertising Dept. ternoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. (A J12) 
'V.D. CLINIC 
'year 51 .00 .  ~ Held every Monday at 3:30 GOLDEN RULE 
Box 399, Terrace, B .C .  WANTED DONATIONS or by-appaintment. Odd jobs for the Iobless. 
V8G2M9 The Three Rivers Workshop SANITATION Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
for the Handicapped are The public Health inspectors 
Telephone: looking for donations of any are now situated in Eby DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
!12.604-635-6357 old, broken or usedpieces of Street. They will be pleased • Reconditioned bikes and 
furniture, also any discarded to assist with any sanitation repairs. 
HOME DELIVERY wood products we could use problems. Reasonable rates. 
Terrace& District for recycling or renovating, speech and Hearing Clinic 1931 Queensway Dr. 
Thornhlll & District Call us at 635-22;]9 between Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. • - 
Phone,S-6357 8a,m. and 3 p.m., we will try Hearing tests wi l l  be done by CONCRETE SEPTIC 
to make arrangements for by referral from family TANKS PRE.KAST 
pickup. ~ doctor or community health For Immediate delivery 
nurse. 638-11_55-- . . . . .  " Sept c S.ystem 
INCHESAWAYCLUB 'Pregnant and In need of Specialists 
Meet every Tuesday nlght at "Inslst on the Best" 
The Cathollc Womens 81n the Skeena Health U/nit. support? Call f r help from Rlght-te. PHONE 635.3939 
League (C.W.L.) will hold For more Information phone Life promoters: SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
the Fall Bazaar on October 635.3747 or 635-3023. Lisa at .635.3164 
28, the last Saturday In 'Reprints of photos which Carol at 635.5136 
October, at Verltas Hall. appear In The Herald are Janna at 635-4503 
now available through our 
Skeena Valley Rebekah office. SxT prlnts are $4 each LONG TERM CARE 
Lodge Rummage Sale and 8x10 prints are 1;6. Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 2 dogs, a large grey mix . • male and a medium golden 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm Photos can be ready within Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 48 hours from the time the Assessment andplanning for brown female• Reward for 
Both In Elks Hall order Is mode. All reprints those eligible for Long Term. return. Phone 638.1490. (p4- 
Registration for this must be prepaid. For more Care. 
season's Terrace Figure Information drop Into our AID TO HANDICAPPED 
, offlceat3212Kalum, orwrlte Office at' No. 205.4721 
Skeflng Club will be held us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C, Lazelle, Tel 635.9196, 
Tuesday, SeptemberSfrom 4 VgG 464. Assessment and guidance, 
• 6 p.m. and Saturday, o .  for vocational and social 
September 9 from 1 • 4 p.m. Is your son Interested In rehabilitation done by 
at the Terrace arena senior Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace consultant. 
citizens room. The club Is Scout ;rroop Is taking pre A HeatHer.Tarton Society Is mature,  
open to beth boys and girls registration for September. being formed with the In. 
and there are no age limits. Max number will be 24. If terest of'promoting Scottish 
This year's club pros will be Interested call Mrs. Wardrop , cultural interest and events. 
Brenda So11¥ and Jeanne at 635.3553. Fees will be Interested persoris should Herald 
Arther. $20.00 per boy. Anyone In- contact Eleanor Halley at HELPwANTEO 
terested In helping with ,35.~456as.~oon as possible 
~couts please call • ,,. 
. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  Joln the prizes. 
Rape Relief _. BLOCK PARENT 
Am, ~ion Councelllng program 
& Crisis Line for call 
Wnmmt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , _ 
Centre. The applicant will 
~ork as an aid under the 
;direction of the pre.school 
!supervisor, with the 
possibility of assuming the 
superv isors  pos i t ion .  
Preference will be given fo 
i applicants with a 
background in special needs 
children - psychology or 
related field. Please submit 
resumes to the Executive 
Director of the Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 2510 S. 
Eby, Terrace, B.C. (c5.20) 
SCHOOL DISTRICT88 
'i TERRACE 
APPL ICATIONS ARE 
INVITED FOR THE 
FOLLOWING OPENINGS. 
'.THE DUTIES FOR EACH 
OF THESE POSITION 
WILL COMMENCE IM- 
MEDIATELY UPON AP- 
pOINTMENT. 
1) .TERRACE-THORNHILL 
HOME .SCHOOL COOR- 
10 -AM to PM 
Sat. Aug. 26 
Hwy No. 16 East & Kirkaldy Jwanted room and board for~ 
Rd. 
Hundreds of misc. items. Jstudent, Age 15, goodJ 
Plus new merchandise up to Jfamily home preferred.J 
50 per cent off, also school JPhone 638-1546. [p3-18) I 
Bus & Trucks for sale. Phone 
635.7824. (p3.18) 
Apples for sale. Phone 635- 
5986 or rail at 4919 McDeek. 
(p2-16,18) 
For Sale 4 - 13" ET Mags, 
and fires. Like ne~/. Phone 
635-5038 ask for Nash after 5. 
(p3-18) 
For Sale Piano. Oak, 6 
months old. Like new con- 
dition. Phone 635-7579 after 6" 
(C5.16,18,20,22,2) 
Wanted to buy, used frldge, 
Avocado preferred. Phone 
635.7579 after 6. (c3-18) 
equivalent; a minimum of  
2V= years appraisal ex- x 8', $250. Factory made, 
perlence preferably sup- large money safe. $400, 
plemented by technical complete set harness $400. 
courses relating to building' All Good Condition. Phone 
trades or University 635.2997 after 6 p.m. (p3-18) 
educetlon In related fields; 
ability to meet, deal tactfully 
and communicate ar- 
ticulately with the general 
public; clear and valid 
driver's Ilcence. A lesser 
qualified applicant may be 
appointed at an entry level 
appraisal position with 
corresponding salary. 
Monthly Salary: $1509.73 - 
$1786.90 
Competition No. 78 - 80 
Closing Date: August 25, 1978 
Application forms may be 
obtained from the various 
assessment offices located 
throughout the province. 
Please direct completed 
application forms to: 
Director • Personnel 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
:DINATOR. ~ V8T 4Y2 .. 
'::,LoCated in a~,Jr; Secondary, ,: 
~t h e ,r.Hb.Hi, e. ~c h;oot,;: :~ C b or- .... 
"dina~t'Gf':v~(ll work'  closely' 
with counselling depart- 
ments to provide quidance 
and academic support, plus 
encourage and assist in 
extra curricular activities 
for Native Indian students. 
'Some"  work in Terrace- 
STEEL & Thornhi l l  E lementary 
schools may also be 
required. 
Qualifications. Ideally, the 
successful applicant will 
~have -the following 
qua llfl cat ions: 
'a) Understanding of and 
dympathy for .the adjustment 
problems of Indian students. 
;b) Ability to communicate 
:with the par~=,,s of Native 
'students. 
.c) Interest and skills in 
recreation and teen 
leade;'shlp. 
d) Ability to work closely 
will1 public schools. 
2) LIBRARY AIDE 
POSITIONS. 
a) E.T. Kenney Primary 
School .four hours-day 
b) Copper Mountain 
Elementary School - four 
hours • day 
3) TEACHER AIDE 
POSITIONS 
; a) Parkslcle Primary School 
• This Is a full.time position 
for a .person to work in a 
speclai : class with a 
physically handicapped 
child. 
b) Terrace area' school • To 
work on an hourly basis In a 
regular classroom to aid a 
deaf teenage ~boY. The 
suc(~essful applicant must 
know or be willing to learn 
sign language and must be 
willing fo arrage flexible 
hours of work. 
PLEASE SUBMIT COM- 
'PLETED APPLICATIONS 
ON OR BEFORE AUGUST 
31, 1978 to: 
Honda Mini- Bike, $250.00, set 
of bucket seats, $40.00,5 rims 
14" for dodge with hub caps 
$50.00 Phone 635.9589. (p5.20) 
Just arrived at Queenswqy 
Trading, Fresh Salmon roe, 
while It lasts. (c6.18) 
Round-up metal canopy 
sliding windows, vent on top. 
$350. 
Four 1200 15" tires mounted 
on white spoked, 8 hole 
wheels. Low mileage. 
5375.00. Phone 638-1920. [c5- 
17) 
Excellent hay for sale from 
storage. Price reasonable. 
Phone 945-7707 Houston. 
(Cl0-19) 
For Sale: Paper [roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
For Sale, bed chesterfield, 
rug, table, dresser, stereo. 
Phone 635.4518. (p3.18) 
6 piece drumset, Remo 
Sound Master In new con- 
dition. Asking $300.00. 
Gemtop Canopy 8' x 36,. 
Asking 5250.00. Phone 635- 
7448. (p3.18) 
For Sale, Piano - Mason & 
Resch 5800, Truck canopy 6' 
Wanted to Buy, used 
refrl gerator suitable for 
cottage. 635.3423. If no en. 
swer please keep trying. (p3- 
16) 
4 AT Trackers on lSxlO CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. 
• 5092 (eft) 
20ft Flat bottom river boat c. 
w motor & tandem trailer. 
Phone 635.9523 after 5. (p5- 
16) 
For Sale, all steel boat and 
trailer with 75 H.P. motor to 
view at 3857 Dabble St. 
Phone 635.3101. (p5.18) 
GOVERNMENTOF B.C. 
CLERK TYPIST 2 
FOR: MiniStry of the At- 
torney General - Sheriff's 
Office, Terrace 
REQUIRES: 2 years 
clerical experience and a 
typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
SALARY: $985.$1077 plus 
isolation allowance of 
$52.80. 
Obtain applications from 
and return to: 
Mr. M. Bergsma, ' 
Director of Instruction, 
Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 465 
Phone 635-4931 
c3.18 /~" 
Needed Avon r~psen- 
tatives In the faR0wlng 
areas: : l~_ i  t I , , ,  .. 
North  Ka lum,  Gra I~ Ih f  Ave ,  
Golf Course. Phone 635.2517 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
COURT HOUSE 
4606 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. 
4 I J  
Trade your house or mobile 
for a house in sunny Pen- 
tlcton, 1 yr old house, stucco, 
1188 sq ft, carpeted, on 2 
floo;'s, 2 fireplaces, 2 utility." 
hookups, and 1 bedroom in. 
law suite. 3 blocks to lake.i 
Phone 635.4380 ask for Dal... 
( c5-21 )
2 bedroom duplex suite In 
town. Fridge and stove. 635- 
5464. (p3-17) 
For Rent, one fully furnished 
large bedroom with private 
kitchen facil it ies & 
bathroom. Phone 635.5233. 
(p1-16) 
For Sale, 4 year old 4 
bedroom house with 
fireplace, work.room, rec 
room, patio, fenced in yard. 
View at 4640 Walsh, or phone 
635.2667. Ask.ing $62,000. (p5- 
16) 
3 bedrooms, wall to wall 
carpeting, carport and close 
to school. $26,500.00. Phone 
635.4334. (p5-19) 
Four bedroom, near • new 
house, w.w cerpeflng, large 
lot located on a quiet street 
in Terrace. For Information 
call Prince George 962-6662. 
(c4-18) 
NVlllng ,~; .= ~ . Operators 
$~.12.hour 
Radial Dr, I; Operators 
~.59.hour 
,Nde to set up and operate. 
Locatlor~: - Surrey, B.C. • 
10 mlnutes from U.S. border 
15 minutes from New Westminster 
30 minutes from Vancouver 
Ample housing for red' or purchase. 
At Gearmatic we produce fine 
quality industrial winches 
(mechanical nd hydraulic) 
in a good v~rldno envWenn'Rnt. 
Take this opportunity owork 
with an ambitious team and 
enjoy the advantages ofrural 
living, 
Call us now .- or cDntact your 
local Canada 0VWS3~er  Centor  
for more information 
Gearmafl¢ Company 
74~ - I~nd Strm~ 
Surrey, B,C. ~ 4)(4 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets. 
26" x 36" 
12 iheets only o3~i~ng~ Suitable for ro 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kslum St, Terraoi 
Nodhwest Community 0ollep 
requires a 
Personal Soorotary to the Prinoipal 
DUTIES: 
Duties are of a general secretarial nature, are quite varied, and will similar to those 
expected of any secretary to a Senior Executive Office In Business or Industry. 
STARTING DATE: As soon as possible. 
SALARY: Starting Salary $1209 per month. 
Apply with resume of qualifications and experience, and names and addresses of 
three references to: 
Dr. D.V. George, Principal 
Northwest Community College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
i 2 
f 
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Movin8 to T~'mce, require [=OR LEASE 1977 Chev Mallbu Classic. 
84 bedroom home, will Like new condition. Phone~ 
maintain, ~ to rent or Retail and.or warehouse 635.7083 after 5 p.m. (p5.19) 
lease, ref~'ea~ea, security space centrally located at 1976 Nova 350. Phone 635- 
dlelX)ldt, mature fa l~ .  _o~_ street level In Terrace. In 
three. ]D, eferi~quiriesm'l"ne total 4741 square ft. For. 3080. (p3.17) 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, marly used as equipment 
B.C. (Cff) sales and repair shop. For 1974 Datsun 710, 4 spd. 5 
, T ' complete Information summer & 5 winter rodlals. 
contact Pruden & Currle RediD, tape deck, good 
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142 or wrhe oondition..Best Offer. 635. 
4648 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, 2084. (pS.19) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
! Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 foil Baths, 2 
Flreptaces, w w carpet, 
sundeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
"I.S acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from• 
IBannorSt.Tovlewcal1635- town. Asking S11,900. Write 
,, . . . .  - Box 714 Terrace. (p20-17) 
. 
Boardlng homes for high ForSalelVeacreland, nlcely 
school students to attend treed and cleared, good soll 
school In Terrace from and fenced In. Close to 
September 78to June 30, 1979 vocational school, wlthln 
room and board rateS175 per munlclpalliy. Phone 635- 
month. For further In. 5233. (p3-18) 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
- - i i  
Home For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
eablnets, w to w carPets, 
with partial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
SCaled on paved st. Phone 
sffer 6 pm 635-7367. 
For Sale by owner in town, 
side.by-side duplex. Each  
has 2 bedrooms upstairs, 2 
bedrooms downstairs, 1V~ 
baths end carport. Phone 
635.5233. (p3.18) 
MOVING, 
MUST SELL I 
Exceptional family home 
close to schools and shop. 
ping. Lge. sunken Ilvirjq 
room with flreploce, sliding 
glass doors to covered patio. 
Lge Dining room with 
fireplace. Well cupboarded 
kitchen with built.In china 
cabinet In eating area. 4 
bdrm (1 down), 2 baths, mud 
room, rec room. Lge well. 
For Sale. Coffee Truck 
Business. Est. 5V= years. 
Good potential. Phone 635. 
after 4 p.m. (p 10.$5). 
Laaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
dltlon. Call 635-6391 after 6, 
798.2567, ask for Bob. 
1976 Grand Prlx SJ. Good 
cendltlon, air conditioning, 
PS, PB, 45S cu. in. etc. 
Sarious offers only. Phone 
638.1604. (p10.23) 
Truck. 1971 Ford. F2~, PS, 
PB. Heavy Duty Sport 
custom. Low mileage, good 
mechonical condition. 635- 
5048. (p3.16) 
'73 Truck, B' camper with 
treed lot with green house, Jacks, and Insulated canopy, 
fruit trees and garden. |hton P. Up, PB PS, $2700or 
Sacrifice price. 4840 Walsh best offer. 635.9448 
635-3175. 
(cff-M.W.F.) For Sole: 1971 GMC Van. 
dura, PB, New rebuilt 
Wanted, a 2,3, or 4 bedroom engine. New 'pplnt. Asking 
house to rent beginning Sap. $3100. Phone 635.2080 after 6 
Or Oct. 638.1155 days, 638. p.m. (p5.16) 
1395 after 6 p.m. (c3-18) 
50, HOMES 
WANTED 
1974 Plymouth Read Runner. 
mog. c.w extras. 635.9523 
after 5. (p5-16) 
~'S#le ,  1969 F~Ego. Van. 
Small heated garage for 635.7639. (pS . )="~ ' 
winter mj~llhs;- or 1 or 2 ~*~ ~ ' .c~'..~ 
1974 Ford V= ton 360 
automatic with radlal fires 
electric Ignition. Phone 635- 
9550 after 4. (p10-17) 
Ixlrm house with garage. 
Phone 635.5363 from 8-S and 
635-9636 after S. (p3-18) 
Responsible female requires 
small house, maybe trailer 
in quiet Terrace area or 
within driving distance. 
Country setting preferred. 
Pets must be ollowed. Call 
635.6511 Monday- Friday and 
leave message for Judy In 
B.T.S.D. (p3-18) 
'Wantedto Rent. Responsible 
couple urgently requires 2 
bedroom accomodation" 
References available. Phone 
Angela at 635.6585. 8:30 - 
4:30, 635-6447 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
Two responsible working 
girls need accommodation 
for Sep. 1. Phone 638.8168 
Days or 635.6946 evenings. 
(p3.17) 
Due to limited dormitory 
space or student preference, 
Northwest Community 
College students (Individuals 
ond families) require 
suitsble off cempus housing. 
To assist both landlords & 
students, the .college will 
post notloss of available 
accomodatlon. Landlords In 
the Terrace.Thernhlll area 
.who have rooms, room & 
.beard, sultee, or houses to 
rent may list them by calling 
635-6511. (c9. 
2,4,9,11,16,10,23,25,30) 
Cholee Property For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
In front. 
Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gsrdens& lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expenslon on 
turner very reasonsble for 
rash soms terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
sxtras mostly ah fur- 
Mshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark . 635. 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
I 
For Sale, 1976 Datsun B210, 
44,000 miles - $2200 635.4518. ', 
(p3.1e) 
1975 International Scout II 4 
x 4. $3,950 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2507 or view 4833 
Lozelle. (p3.18) 
For Sale, '72 MGB. Runs 
Good $1000. Phone 635.7410. 
(p3.18) 
1974 Mazda P.U. Excellent 
condition, Air shocks, bucket 
seats, sliding rear window. 
$1800. Phone 635.7607 after 5 
(C5.20) 
1976 Ventura 4 Door Sedan. 
PS. PB., Automatic tran- 
smfi;'slon, Cruise Control, 8 
track ond radio combinetlon. 
5 summer and 2 winter fires 
mounted on rims. 27000 
miles. Asking $5000.00 or 
BEST OFFER. Can be 
viewed at 3967 Walker Street 
or Phone 635-SS~6 after six 
during weekdeys. (p5.20) 
1972 Cadillac Fleetwood 
Brougham leaded with most 
optlens. 67,000 miles, new 
fires, nice shape. $4800. 63B- 
8413. (p3-10) 
For Sale 1970 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 km, super price. 
Phone 635.6701, (p10-18) 
Open for Salvage Bids 
1 . 1974 Dodge Oart at 
Rlversida Auto Wrecking. 
1 - 1976 Chevrolet Custom 
Detux, 4 wheel drive, Heavy 
Duty CamPer Special with 
canopy at Nugent Body & 
Palm Works, Kalum Lake 
Road. 
1 - 1970 Ford Pick-up 
All bids are to be written and 
submitted to: 
Brouwer & Co. 
3238 Kalum 
Terrace, B,C, 
635.7173 
FOR SALE 
IMMEDIATE LY i I I 
197S Datsun pickup In ex. 
cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, Wlnebago conopy, 
new winter snow fires, radio, 
e-track, 21,000 miles. Best 
Offer. 
Ask for Carol. 635.9101 Week- 
days, 9.5. 638.82SS after 6 & 
weekends. (p4.18) 
Job opportunities 
Does your building nee¢ 
exterior painting? Call 635 .. rurllner olnalnl on rne HEAD LIFE GUAPJ) - 6.?,5 
4906 Kermode Friendship following Jobs are to be hour. Stew~rt. Must have 
Centre. LEave name and obtained by c'llllng the bronze medal, must have 
~one number for Terry. Terroceofflceof the cenoda naltonalllfe~avingawardor 
.Free Estlmote. (aft) Employment Centre at 6~- equivalent. 
In Samarkend, women used to give babies sugar candy 
so that when the child grew up his words would be sweet. 
Hare it is, Must ~elll 
'67 Glendale, 2 bedroom claims against • the said wefer experienced. 
Insulated joey shack, perch estate, are hereby required . 
& roofed entrance. Set up & to sendthem duly verified to 
skirted In Skeena Valley thePUBLIC TRUSTEE, 000 Waiter.Waitress-s3.00 hr. 
Trailer Park. Excellent unit Hornby Street, Vancouver, Terrace. Must be mature 
for young coupleor bachelor. B.C., VfZ 2C5, before Sap- and responsible. 
Kitchen & living room 
refinished, c-w frldge, stove 
washer & dryer. Has to be 
seen to be appreciated. Well 
taken care of. Contact Bill or 
Vlcky at C13 - 1885 Queen. 
sway to view. (p3-16) 
For Sale: three 12'xS2', 2 
bedroom semi-furnished 
• Safeway Trailers." Units 
complete with blocking, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. H~- 
chlngs BOx 727, Stewart, EC. 
Phone 636-2660. (p20-1s) 
1974 Ambassador trailer '3 
bedroom, 1~,~ baths, Joey 
shack, sundeck, set-up, and 
skirted at Timberland 
Trailer Court no. 22. Phone 
635-5971. (p10-18) 
10x50' - 2 bedroom trailer for 
sale. Set.up in trailer court. 
Large [oey shack. For quick 
sale $2,500 or highest offer. 
Phone 635-5582. (c5-13) 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnls 
12x63 Trailer with 8x16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
Ixlrms & wilt sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 635- 
9750 or view at no. 18 5016 
Park Ave. 
MOBILE HOMES 
;ew mobile homes from 
low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C, 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome 
Phone (~bl[ect 591~510[ 
whales /~ Helps 
5 Dry; of wine' 41 Musical 
8 Deeds direction 
1~ To gather 45 English 
13 Past quaker 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, nn private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage If nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
i i i  
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
~ ylZ4. TYPING INSTRUCTOR 14 Open vesael 41 Go astray 
Voeatleaal .Instructor-l,727 lg.00 hr.,.Terrace. Must be ~Seed 49Izwal/d 
• . %239 too. To instruct fully able to teach t~.ping.at covering SO Feed the 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS - students all theory & repair level of basic typing, m- 16 Large kitty 
of diesel e~lms 5 mmtho termediate or advance, weight 51Born 
Estate of the deceased: appointment. Terrace. CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 11 Singer 5Z Polynesian 
SULLIV4dg, Joseph Albel't f~).00hr. Terrace. To teach a Williams god 
O.K.A~ S~LLIVAN, Joseph elerieal "refresher" course. 18 Bahama 53 Russian 
late of~ Skeenavlew Ledge, DINING ROOM WAITRESS Must have thorough island news 
4011 Sparks, Terrace, B.C.. $3.50 - $4.00 per hour, knowledge of clerical field. ' ~0lmme.se 
Creditors, and others having D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, Journal Clerk Cashier - f~/5 . 22 Pondered 
me. Negotaihle. Terrace. 211 Two-wheeled 
Must have 40-45 typing vehicle 
prefer finandal background. 29 Edible root 
30 Mountain 
/ember 20, 1978, after which STORE CLERK - ~.00 'per on Crete 
date the assets of the said BooKKEEPING IN- .hour. Terrace. Temporary 31Pub drinks 
estate wi l l  be distributed, STRUC'rOR - ~.00 hour, f~ i . t~  could work into 38Sever 
having regard only to claims Terrace. Must be thoroul~y . . Stocking shelves, 33 Eager 
that have been received, oonvermnt with all aspects eanhter tidying stere. ~1 Japanese 
CLINTON W. FOOTE of bookkeeping & able to coin 
PUBLIC' TRUSTEE work independently -- Baker - f/.00 per houi' to ~SKindof 
' (c4-6,11,16,21) communicate, start. Terrace. Permanent lettuce 
time. Must have ex- 36 Mountain 
NOTICE TO COCTAIL WAITI~SS - $5.55 -~rimce. crest 
CREDITORS per hour. Terrace. Part- 
time; shift work. Experience DINING ROOM WAITRESS I 2 ;3 
- $3.5044.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Estate of the deceased: not necessary Night shift. Prefer ex- 
GRIFFITHS, Gwynfred . 12 
John late of Skeenavlew • patience. 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks, St., Stenographer- $300- 1;800' ~S 
Terrace, B.C. DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- COOK SEA FOODS - 
Creditors ond othershavlng per ienco  pre fer red .  Negot iab le ,  $1,200 QO. 18 
claims against the said Minimum 2 years office, 50 Terrace. Must be fully ex- 
estate,to send themare herebYduly verlfiedrequlredto w.mp. typing & dictaphone, pertenced. Evening shifts. ~ ~ U 
the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 800 SCALER - Union. Terrace. Plumber - Union Rate. 26 27 28 
Hornby Street, Vancouver, Permanent, full.time. Must Terrace. Must be Jour- 
B.C., V6Z 2C5, before Oc- be fully experienced, Prefer neyman & have residential- 3i 
tober 4, 1978, after which eoast lieeme, eananereial expertenee. 
date the ossets of the said 34 
estate will be distributed, ln'~truct°rs " ~.00 hour. SECRETARY - STENO - 
having regard only to cleims Terrace. Lqstruetora for D.O.E. Terrace. Must have 31 
that have been received, specific topics in home skills 2-3 years minimum office 
CLINTON W. FOOTE (include handyman) Arts & related business experience. - 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE Crafts, Academic, 50 wpm minimum, high ~ W 40 
(c4.16;21,3,8) Vooational, Generalinterest degree of accuracy, dic- 4;  q6 
nnd ,~lf heln. to ,one or shorthand. 
Negotiable. So 
Grade 6 & 7. WALTER or WAITRESS - 
imlnded in ~.SS per hour. Terrace. 
For Sale, Reg. ~/4 Arabian salary. 1 Years probation Permanent full-time. Must 53 
be 19 years of age. Must be 
Mare, Green broke, gentle Teacher of Hemtng - Im- experienced and have a neat 
disposition. Offers con- paired. Neg.Terrace. Must appearance. Must be mature 
sidered. Phone 6354448. (p3- be B.C. Certified. and responsible. S I L S D S A 
18) 
Regbtered Nurse - $1124 Cook- 4.00 Hr. Terrace. Shift B D U A 
For Sale, I Hereford Bull, ] month. Terrace. Care of work. Experienced in 
Angus cross cow and 3 geese, patients in ICU maintenance complete meals & short 
Phone 635-2384. (p5-20) 0~ equipmeat, Responsible order & banquets. 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
peremt VP. Room and SHEETMETALWORKER- 
'y',oard provided at c0et. Unio~ Terrace. Must be 
. • /, -~jonmeyman.~or equivalent 
- -TEhEPHON~ OPERATOR - ~ .~pe~. .  ce~ . . . . . . . . .  ;~ ~ ~., .~ 
t" $3.29per hour'. Terrace. Shift" ' • . ~' 
@ ~c~,~,  r~,~o, l work. Some typing First Aid Attendent- 8.91Hr. 
J preferred; be able to record Terrace. B ticket or hotter. 
.messages accurately.. Camp job, Free B & R. 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 Head Cook - $5.00 per hour. 
A.OeStO . per month. Terrace. Must Terrace. Permanent full 
There will be offered rer be experienced. Days and time. Must be fully ex- 
sale at public auction by the hours vary. perieneed and familiar with 
District Forester at Prince food costing, staff super. 
Rupert, B.C., at 11:00 a.m. COCKTAIL WAITRESS - vision. References required. 
on Friday, September I, D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
1970, the LlcenceA-8S10, to prefer experienced. CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER 
cut 655,100 cubic feet of . . . .  BABYSITTING VACAN- " $I 014.36 per month, Must 
Balsam, bpruce, ano trees or . . . . . . .  C1ES- Interested applicants hove Gr. 12, must have 60 
other spec,es iocatea at me . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  for babysitting vacancies wpm. dtctatypmg & adding 
l uncr loo  Or  : : )KOWI I I  ~ . re~K duo  . • " . . . . .  must be registered with macmne xpertence, t-'rater 
Bell Irwng NIver ~.ass,ar. canada Employment Centre office experience & 
Two (2) years will be . . . . . .  & provide at tea.~t 2letters of knowledge of Medical tar- 
allowed tot removal or . --~--" - , reterenee ,.mu,u~y 
timbe~;~ 'The successful I' I ' 
"What a banker sighs for, the meanest clown may have-leisure and a quiet mind." 
H. D. Thoreau 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, one 
we custom build to suit. 
3overnment grant of $250( 
tppllcable. Expense pale 
fare Vancouver - Return. 
For free credit check ane 
~pproval please phon( 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
~35-5447 
(clg-23) 
For Sale or Rent, 1972 mobile 
home 2 bedrooms furnished 
or unfurnished. All ap- 
tenderer will not be con- 
sldered as an established 
licensee for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Bell.Irving Public 
Sustained-yield unit." 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to aflend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Parflculors may be obtained 
from the District Forester, 
Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. V8J 1B9 or the 
Forest Ranger, P.O. Box 67, 
Stewart, B.C. VOT 1W0. (c4- 
20,5,10,15) 
pllances Including dish- ~ 
washer. Available im- 
mediately. Phone 635.3408. 
(p3.1e) 
For Sale- 1972 3-2 bedroom By Jack House. The Dt,ecto, 
trailer, depending. Franklin Teache , ' s  Sco lch  lo in ,mat ,on  Centre  
fire place, unfurnished . . . .  :~: 
. . . . .  ' 1-' car-eted tne nnan WhO Made His Hat ~ompleted e x u p . . . .  it;~ . . 
In Thor ~eouano nas aJways Dean addition. Located 
nhlll. Price $6,500. Call 635- famous for inventors, and one 
of the most remarkable was a 9589, or 633-2455. 
66. RECREATIONAL 
o VEHICLES 
HOuSehold Hearty 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses 
No brokerage fees 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
Come on in or call the nearest 
office of HoiJsehold Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635-7207 
man who got his first chance 
because he'd made his own 
hat out of wood, He was 
William Murdoeh, born in 
1754, who went to seek his 
fortune in England. 
, Needing a new hat, he cut a 
block of wood into the shape 
of a hat on his lathe. He 
called on an engineer to ask 
for a job and, when the story 
of his homemade hat eame 
out, he got the job at once. 
~e 
• lie went~ on to invent gas 
lighting, and in 1792 he lit his 
cottage ~.jp Cornwall with 
coal-g',~.~ tiffs neighbors ex- 
pected (hevhouse to burn up 
at any moment, because they 
believed that the gas running 
through the pipes to the 
outlet was on fire all the way 
along, points out Teaeher's 
ta m~m'~ ttsiln ~ 
father wont .  
DOWN m Ohio ed~;e 
1 Seize town 
ZAfr: comb. ZSDreach 
fO~ ~ ~ r 
3 D~able ZS Florida 
4 Unlte~ cotmty 
S Rich fabric ~ Rdme 0f 
I1~e ~e~ Etapes 
7 Fhxt s~Uty r~ Med~ 
8 Degrade ~S Bannem 
9Pkn ~ 
18 A small Z3 Munitions 
by Olga Ruskin 
agency Child storehouse 
Average solution time: 24 rain. 38 Spanbh 
hero 
ICIUIP 1CIHIAIP l~IE IE IF  
IAI I~IEIAI I [R IEII~ILILt~ 
IAIP I SIAIBII211 I : ) l L I  
I I~IEINITIBI I ITISmNIEll 
Amwer io yesterday's 
I S  16 1 
~J~16 
I,,I 
.I 
"11 
I I  
~ 4~ 48 
CRXPTO~Un' 
LBMP IUCUJ  
38 Simne~ 
coin 
38 Prongs 
38 Nustrlb 
42 Voiceless 
43 Entreaty 
44 Swan Mnus 
43 Boone or 
O'BHen ' 
416 Airman's 
queen 
7-11 48 Biblical 
puzzle, name 
i:r r ° 1 
m - -  
For Sale. 1976 Starcrafl ent Se°teh Information Centre. 
trailer with stove, frldge, But William Murdoeh went 
furnace and canopy. Llkeon developing the use of gas 
new condition. Phone 635.as an illuminanL until it was 
3241. generally neeepted, 
I l l l  
ml l l  
I I I I  
7-I 
AUCUP-  
The statue of Vancouver's 
founding father, saloonkeeper 
and ex-suilor, Captain John 
'Gassy J/ick" Deighton. stands 
in the heart of Gas/own at 
Carrall and Water streets, the 
location of his first saloon and 
the site from which a great 
west coast metropolis grew. 
When Gassy Jack-so called 
because he u.,~d to talk or 'gas' 
a lot-arrived Sept. ~), 186.7 
on the amth shorn of Burrard 
Inlet the .~ene that greeted 
him was very different from 
what he would see today. 
Where he landed was a grove 
of maple trees which the 
Indians called Luck-Lucky, 
later by city .fathers Maple 
,,Tree Square. 
Some distance away to the 
east stood Stamp's Mill erected 
io provide the tall ships of the 
world with spar timber. The 
mill hands were overjoyed thai 
Gassy Jack had arrived to open 
a salmm because the nearest 
watering hole was miles away 
in New Westminster. Within 24 
hours they had erected aroug~ 
shack:just where the statue 
stands ttxlay. 
in a few years the nucleu: 
of a small settlement hat~ 
sprung up around Gassy Jack',, 
• saloon. Unofficially the settle- 
ment was called Gaslown after 
ils first settler, but officially In 1886 the population had 
Granville after the Earl ofrisen It) 2.(XX) and so had the 
Granville.ThenameGastown,hopes. for the future of this 
however, continued to he uscdtown. Burrurd Inlet Ilud been 
even after Gassy Jack diedchosen for the lernlial,S of the 
in 1875. CPR, so it was fell it gra,tdcr 
) 
Staltw of '(his• 9' JIIt'A" Mc,tt~v ,'here ~lnt'onver bt.g~lll. 
sounding name than Gnlnville 
was needed, Gassy Jack's Iown 
was then named Vaacouver, 
:tftcr tile Brili~;h explorer. 
C;Ipt;lilt George Vancouver. 
Shortly Mter inctwporalion, 
I 
Lady Godiva made her, fa- 
mous bare-skinned r ide 
through the streets to protest 
an oppressive tax imposed on 
the people by her husband, 
Earl Leofric. 
a devastating fire swept 
through the new city of Van- 
couver with its wooden build- 
ings. Gastown. as Gassy Jack 
knew it, had burned to the 
ground to be replaced by brick. 
At the turn of the century. 
the heart of Vancouver be- 
came Georgia and Granville 
Streets not Maple Tree Square. 
Gastown faded into a skid- 
road area, shunned by citizens 
and tourists alike. 
But new life came again to 
Gas/own in the 1900°s. The 
Community Arts Council 
staged "the Great Walk" in  
!%8 through the historic area, 
which awoke public interest. 
A.young real estate entre- 
. preneur. Larry Killam, formed 
a company which began to buy 
and redevelop many of the old 
buildings in Gastown, an area 
thought of as bounded by 
Cambie to the west, Columbia 
to the east, Hastings to the 
south, the waterfront o the 
north. 
After more than 100 years, 
Gastown finally received of- 
ficial recognition and was de- 
clared a historic site in 1971. 
Renovated warehouses have 
become locations for rest- 
aurants, imporl stores and 
I~outiques, A former garage on 
the site of Gastown's first fire- 
hall has become asmarl office- 
I~outique complex called 
simply The Garage. Notorious 
• Blood Alley between Cordowt 
and Water streets is an attrac- 
tive collection of shops and 
reslauranls called Blood Alley 
Square. 
It's filling, too. that a statue 
of Gassy Jack stamls where it 
does in the heart of Maple Tree 
Square so that Ihis first settler 
Lqln keep lln eye on his town. 
1 ! 
! 
/ 
/ 
--]J.(', Governnw,tPholo 
A SALOON-KEEPER'S CITY 
QJMU LDSJSQ 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp-- WILD ROMP SWAMPED WATER 
POLO ARTIST. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: B equals O ' 
The.Cryptoqu~ is~a,s! ple, u~1 tuton..ci~ !Tm w,m~ eac~ 
will•equal b',t~u~ofg~oiJ he I ~zzl,, ~ igl4let~ .rs, s~ort,.worw, 
and words using an apustrophe Cangive you clues to locating 
vowels, Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
:~J 1978 KinR Fentures Syndicate, Inc. 
~" ? - , ,  - : . . - . ,  '~  . . - , ,  
In France, ushers in theaters and movie houses ars tipped 
for showing you to a seat. 
The earth travels around the sun at the speed of 1,100 
miles a minute. 
t 
- -  . .w'~z~'~H/~////~/////F./////////(./,//./(ff/(/~/////////////////~='-- 
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• creative lines. 
Do the best overall Job ..~_ ' 
can bet be careful to ~.  
Your Individual 4m UKELSE PHJIRMAOV " 
iFL Y REJ ELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES| 
. . . .  i and p~omp~ I prescription services | " 
*/7//, 
• theAMAZING SP IDER-MAN~ . By Stun Lee and John Remits. 
.. • ,, ~=~w~.. ~ ,~. ,  ~,A ~ Y  ~.WV,~ 
ru ,  .0 ,  Must Bride ,., o.o.o.PaY ' ii 
ten.'row be? To findout what 
the stera say, read the 
By Abigail Van Buren ~ given fro" your birth ii 
. . . . -  / , ,  
DEAR ABBY: My danghter is getting married next benoBeent. Take advantage 
week. Several months ago she ordered dresses for her four by~pre~Lng = toward w~ • ~ a ( ] l ~  8. 
attendunte~ The girls are close friends and agreed to pay thwbile objectives, go- 
for their own gowns, which were rather expensive. ,em=H08Ud matter8 espoda]~y C A T F I S H  bY ~ ' ~  
Tile.dresses came in two weeks ego, and tieree of the 
four didn't fit because mY daughter advised her friends to 
order a Size 8mailer than they usually wore. She said elm TAURU8 ~/ 
heard those dresses always ran large. (Apr. 21 to May ~1)~ 
The dresses were special orders' and couldn't be Don't be tricked by the 
returned, so m.v daughter found three other girls who bizarre. Overactivlty also 
could wear them, and they agreed to be her bridesmaids. ~wise. In all sihlatkn~ look 
My question: Who should pay for .the dre.ase~ s? The.gir~ below the surface. 
who originally ordered the dresses out can C wear tnem'l GEMINI w . ,~"  
0r the girls who 8greed to bom the wedding as e favor to (May 92 to June 3 1 ) ~  " 
~my daughter? Smart tMnking and sdx~ 
Or should the bride pay for them? MOTHER action --  innate with you -- 
will be the ~der of the day. 
You can do a bri]Ibmt Job in 
DEAR MOTHER: Since you daughter bed-pe ,~e_ d the most areas through we,.  
.dress izes for her 0rli~mM attendants, ! think she e stuch coordL~ted suM urn,mr. 
~i0r the second team, CANCER ~1,~ 
i ~' DEAR ABBY: Very interesting, your explanation of (June 92 to July 23) ~. . .~  
what makes boys and what makes gir ls . .  Yon will ~ ap~ of .all 
Y0u said, '~When a child is conceived, the male's perm, the aetim about but, in your 
which contains, either a ~ '  chromosome or an ~ '  own sphere, you can manage 
chromosome J~or sex determination, fertilizes the female's astutely and maintMn 
egg, which contains only the 'X' sex chromosome. Each eq~lbadum gmerally.. 
partner contributes one sex chromosome, but the female's 
is always an ~(.' Therefore, if the father's ~ '  chromosome 
,fertllbes the egg, the baby will be a boy, but if the father's (July 24 to Aug. 92) ~ 
'X' chromosome connects, the baby will be a girl." MUce~ ir~umces ~
' t.wonder what the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic some advantages, some 
Church thinks about this? For if we believe in the disadvantages. Study all file 
Immaculate Conception, then Jesus should have been a factors involved in any i 
.9irl! situation before msldug 
• MRS. O. C., MILLERTON, N.Y. devious. • 
VIItGO 
. DEAR MRS, C.: The genetic rules that apply to us (Aug. 24 to Sq: )L23)~'~L 
mortad beings did not apply to the Christ child, who It may take*longer th~ 
according to the INble wu the 8on of God. usual to put acrose your ideas, ' " 
But may I point out a common miseoneeption-(no pun istendedl-thst the Imm~ Co~cept~ f~ the.same ss but you can aeeemplhh much, THE WIZARD OF' ID " by Brant parkor 8rid Johnny hart 
MorJ --not Jssnil was the Immaculate Ooncept~ml The good impresdm. Be Merl 
 bie u. th,t w .  .,t ont =u=- .  on =e of ! I I I / l 
Chr~, (SepL 24 to oct _n)..a. 
 roda=uve man== =.  1 - - . - -  • 
DEAR ABBY: When I married Leo he knew that I courngeallyourendeav~0rs-- J ~ ~ I  ' ~ ~' ,9 ; ) ]  " 
eepoeinlly those along I ( , ~ k l ~ ~ ~ , ' J  , ' ~ ,  i.. ~ '~.  ~,.o,~.,, .. ......... ~.~,.,,~ 
,n e Some..,iin- , ~ * -  ~ , ( [ . :  't"~.~ll. '",~k;i '""'~m~[R~ ."~'~',,.'~"~.~Y~I~ . . . . . .  ,.,. . . . . . .  
I tl I ,# w ' . ,  : . _ _  (Oct. 24 to Nov. 92)'eYe, K" I ~ /:[K/][___ ~i~ I %~. L ~'~0. - "~b- - " - - - - - - IK - -  ".,.,,..z.._ 
l ¢1 L 
HATED to get up in the morning. I have always worked 
~he4'p.~i': ~ ,~d/dgbt 'e . !~ andnow: I can't suddenly 
f l~m&~ " id~ ~'fiebite'' veh ~ though. I don't,, work. 
a~i~r~.~ ' O h~ 'to.l~ o~ bk lobat ~ 8 a.m.; so he expects 
me to get up at 6:45 •.m. to fix his breakfast. I tried to a 
couple of times, but I spilled the coffee, dropped things ann 
burned myself. 
I am a total zombie in the morningl Leo can't understand 
why-and it is ruini~ our marrisge. He ~aye Im lazy, 
sleeping late is a habit, and I could retrain myself if I really 
wanted to. If you tell me to try, I will, but I honeatly think 
he is expecting the impossible.. NIGHT 
PERSON 
DEAR NIGHT PERSON: It's true. St•die• have shown 
that some people (called "night people",,"owis") function 
much better •t night, whlle others ( day people or 
"larks") bmetion better during the dlkyl~e. Your "zombie. 
like" behavior in the early mornin8 hour• am~ be 
attributed entirely to laziness. However, habits can be 
"unlearned" and if one is properly motivated, it's poseible 
to retrain oneself. 
Gettin 8 mrrind? Whether you want • formal ehur~ 
wedding m" a dmple do.your-own.thins ~rem_.0a.y:. ~t  
A~y 'saew bseklet, "How to Have 8 Lovety w~mne. 
'Send I I  and a lenll, stamped (~8 conte) sslf4ddr 
envelope te Abby: 1~ L~F Drive, Beverly Hilt,, 
90~1t. 
DEAR ABBY: We have found a solution for those who 
wish to give parties (birthday, anniversary, houso- 
warming, etc.) but don't want their guests to bring glfte. 
With our invitations, we say, "Please brink a flower to 
add to our birthday (anniversary) bouquet'." ' 
There 8re no unwanted gifts, no thank-you notes to 
write, and the bouquet~ are always lovely. But best of all, 
the guests will not have to come erupt-handed, which 
pleases them Imd eliminates the strain on their pocket. 
books. 
CHULA VISTA, CALIF. 
DEAR CHULA: What a blcomin' good Ideal Th~a]k8 f0~ 
~mrinS. 
Marsh World 
ferent iate between useful 
energy employment . and 
wasted striving. 
SAGITTARIIUS y l l~d  
(Nov. 23 to Dec..21) 
Be careful what 
into this. day. It has fine 
potential, but all thinp must 
be handlai with discretion. • 
CAPRICORN ) ~  
(Dee. 23 to Jan. 20 
Don't plan 
activities unlem sure they ere 
within wise limits and that you 
can handle the "extras" 
without deserting primary 
inte~esis. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Avoid ext~avugance now. 
Friction about financial 
matters is po~dble with a 
partner --  marital or 
business. Take no r isks 
whatsoever with erects. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 2O) 
One of your top days for 
attainment, but strengthen 
present sta~ before tedd~ 
new ventures. Use that ex- 
nordm~ good Judament 
of yours. 
YOU BORN TODAY, u a 
Loo.vlrge cusp~ (me born st 
the dmge ~ sip=), 
man~ of the traits d 
which make~ you on ex. 
tremely intereeting in. 
dlviduM. You have the 
reserve of. the Vlrg0an; ere 
not as dynamle ind ex* 
' premd~ as the average Le~te 
but, on the other hand, are far 
more ptaetieM than your Leo 
brother. You eould be a 
frame•does noeese In tin 
bu~ese 8nd financial w(xkb; 
also in real eetete and 
manufacturing. Your in. 
veutlve powers 8re us- 
mistalmble, and you may have 
outstanding talent along 
musical lines. As with the tree 
Loolte, you are extremely 
versatile nd could sueceel as 
a wdter, lawyer, ~ or 
scimtist --  in inet, In ~=net 
any field where your intere~ 
lead you. Birhtdats of: K I~ 
Louis XVI of Frame; 
Kelly, dancer, actor. 
Say you 
saw it in 
the Herald 
DOONESBURY by Garry Tnudesu 
,mV/ '~O~7OF~ RSW~mt~Z' I  i . eT~~, IX .~.  I 
~T REi~B'IBff  #./ITH IN- IIA~ M~ )~ ~ I 'I Z. ml~, ~lSTt~l~e~ l~-  I 
ml~l~mz , ,~m~u7x. c~J. ~ B~ss -  I I , ,~  RR,  r~ m ,4uof I 
TRY HAMMING UP LASAGNA-AMERICAN STYLE 
After you've drained the milk from a coconut by punc- 
turing the "eyes," heat in a 350 degree F. oven te get 
the meat from the shell. It'll crack easily and the flesh 
will have separated. 
Modern cows give up to 10 times more milk than saws of 8 
century ago because of selective breeding. 
ncl et^r  
Lasagna provides an excellent, inexpensive meal when 
combined with small amounts of meat and cheese. 
Everybody loves this rich, bubbling tomato dish that 
looks, smells and / tastes o good. The secret is using a 
Chef-like packaged lasagna dinner containing wide maca- 
roni, a rich tomato sauce with beef and grated cheese. 
This time we've added a favorite American combination, 
ham and eggs, to the lasagna.., the result, a dish fit for 
family or friends, 
1 paekJqle (23 7/8) Chef Boy-at<lee ®
E~mgna Dinner 
4 dices boiled ham, cut into 1" squares 
I cup chopped onions 
I ,.'up chopped green pepper 
2 tablespoons butter or margarine 
I pound Mozzarella cheese, shredded 
4 hard cooked eggs, diced ,,,~, 
Cook lasqpta macaroni according to pdekage directions. 
Meanwhile, saut~ boiled ham, onions add "green pepper in 
mine Preheat oven to 4250 F Grade x marg . • 'S 6" 1O"x2" 
beklnl dish. Put 2 tablespoons of luagna sauce from 
pockage over bottom of the dish. Place a layer (4) of 
cooked humfpta macaroni over sauce. Spoon approxi- 
nmtely 8 table~peons of sauce over macaroni. Sprinkle 
with one-h-if of shredded Mozzarella cheese. Add another 
18yar of macaroni; arrange one-half of ham combination 
on it. Continue hyering macaroni, ham mixture, one-half 
of el~ dices, then sauce. Sprinkle top layer with eheeee 
•om package. Bake uncovered for 20-25 minutes. Garnish 
with diced el~8. Serves 4 to 6. 
"Don't play with Grandpa's greasy hair just 
before suppertime." 
Ducks Unlimited (C,mada) 
TREE SWALLOW - Common all •Cross Canada, 
• up the Mackenzie River Valley and into the 
Yukon, this graceful little bird likes to be near 
water, where .it gathers almost all of its Insect 
food on the wing. They ere tree nesters, utilizing 
natural cavities or the abandoned holes of wood- 
peckers. They will take readily to man.made 
nesting boxes, though in areas where the house 
• sparrow is common, they •re seldom able to com- 
pete with this bird. Adults are alike - glossy, 
dark blue-green above, and white be low.~ 
• ~. 76 I 
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Pintos and Bobcats recalled 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Ford Motor Co.'s planned 
safety corrections "failed 
badly" in U,S. government 
crash tests after the com- 
ny agreed to recall ,5 
Ilion Pintos and 30,000 
Nercury Bobcats, tl~ federal 
safety agency says. 
Consumer advocate Ralph 
Nadcr told of the failure 
Monday and the Naional 
modifications would begin in 
September. 
The Ford spokesman also 
said be does not know 
whether t e additional 
corrections would make the 
recall more expensive than 
the company earlier esti- 
mated. The company had 
said the cost would he $20 to 
~$~0 a car, or a otal of about 
million if all owners 
shield across th~ front of the 
fuel tank. 
But when the cars were 
tested by NHTSA, the fuel 
tank still leaked gasoline in a 
collision. This was the cn- 
dition that led to the problem 
• of fires NHTSA cited. 
In the latest test, con- 
"There was no "leakage," 
he said. "It looks as though t 
is fix will do the job." 
Ford has never admitted a 
safety problem, but agreed 
to the recall after NHTSA 
issued a preliminary finding 
of a fire risk. 
The models affected 10s the 
recall announced by Ford ducted Friday, Parris said 
Ford added a second shield are all 19'/1-76 Pintos and 
and improved the device that 1975-76 jbkobcats, except 
holds the tank. ~taUon Wagons. 
I 
i I  o,0o, 
, , ANDERSON 
Highway Traffic Safety bring in their cars. 
Administration (NHTSA) . AWARD FOR BURNS V i D E 
later confirmed it. The Pinto hashheen a ighly / T V  G NHTSA spokesman Hal publicized highway safcts 
Parris said that after the issue. In one lawsuit, a 
failure of the planned California jury awarded a 
corrections the agency severely berned'teen-ager n n 
forced Ford to go further $128.5 million in damages 
with its modifications. The because of a fiery explosion 
latest corrections appear to of aPiutegasolinotankwhen All listings subject to change without notice. 
have remedied the problem the car was hit from the of fires when the cars are hit rear. TKHE A M O U N T  IIIIllNllllllliillilililBBEBBBBBBBB|BBB|BB|BBBB|NBNBN|BB|mB 
from the rear. LATER WAS REduced to 
Ford spokesman Chuck $6.6 million. Wednesday, August 23 5 p.m. to mJdni~t 
Gtanushian said he could not When Ford announced the 
_ t _  o de r om 
corrections, if" gicen final NHTSA, the company said it " 
gcernment approval, will would reilace the fuel-filler 9 KCT$'" 
delay the recall program, pipe and seal with a longer KING CFTK BCTV 
Ford anaanced the recall pipo and improved seal, and (NBC) (CBr.) (CTV) (PB5) 
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